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Abstract
Photovoltaics (PV) have shown a high growth rate during the last several years and
are expected to play an even more significant role in the future power production. In
the currently active grid codes for most countries, a maximum power point tracking
(MPPT) is mandatory for grid-connected single-phase PV systems. With an increase
of grid-connected PV system installation, the Distribution System Operators (DSO)
may face challenges regarding overloading of the grid during PV peak production
periods.
Increasing the grid capacity and integrating energy storage systems are two possibilities to solve this issue, yet requiring more investments. Therefore, this thesis
proposes a cost-effective solution through an active power control strategy for singlephase PV systems. The proposed solution can contribute to prevent overloading of
the distribution grid by operating the PV inverter in a Constant Power Generation
(CPG) mode (i.e., limiting the maximum feed-in power of PV systems) during the
peak production. This is achieved through the modification of the MPPT algorithm
at the individual PV inverter level. Therefore, the possible MPPT control structures in the two-stage single-phase PV system are first investigated. Then, three selected algorithms to achieve the CPG operation are presented and their performances
are examined experimentally under several test conditions, e.g., slow changing, fast
changing, clear, and cloudy irradiance conditions. A benchmarking of the CPG algorithms is carried out, where it is revealed that the CPG based on the power control
and the current limit can achieve fast dynamics. Nevertheless, the CPG based on
the Perturb and Observe (P&O) attains the highest robustness and is considered to
be the most suitable algorithm to realize the CPG control practically.
Although the P&O-CPG algorithm can ensure a stable operation regardless of the
irradiance conditions, the dynamic performance is limited due to the perturbation
behavior of the algorithm. Modifications in the algorithm are required in order to
achieve high performances CPG operation. Thus, a design guideline for high performances P&O-CPG algorithm is provided. According to the experimental results, the
dynamic performance of the P&O-CPG algorithm have been improved significantly
by employing an adaptive step size and a constant voltage strategy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In this chapter, the background and motivation of the project are presented. The
development of the PV systems is discussed. An overview of the grid-connected PV
systems is also provided where the focus is on the single-phase system configuration.
Then, a challenge due to the expected wide-scaled grid-connected PV systems is
pointed out. Problem statements and project objectives are presented as well as the
project limitations. The thesis outline is also provided at the end of this chapter to
explain the flow of the thesis.

1.1

Background

Due to environmental and CO2 emission concerns, Renewable Energy Sources (RESs)
have gained more and more attention worldwide. Several countries have set an
ambitious goal for energy production capacity concerning RESs. As a main market
share of renewable energy (RE), the European Council targets 30 % of renewable by
the end of 2030 [1]. With the same milestone, Germany plans to achieve 18 % of
RE for gross energy consumption [2]. Denmark also sets a goal to be independent of
fossil fuel by 2050 [3]. With these motivations, it can be predicted that the installed
capacity of RESs will reach a much higher penetration level soon.
Among other RESs, photovoltaics (PV) have been witnessed at the highest
growth rate during the last several years and are expected to play an even more
significant role in the future power production [4], [5]. The world cumulative PV
installed capacity during 2000-2013 is shown in Fig. 1.1. It can be seen that more
than 23 GW of PV capacity was installed globally at the end of 2009. One year
later, the installed capacity was almost doubled, being 40.3 GW [1]. In 2013, the
total global installed capacity of PV systems reached 138.8 GW. Considering the
worldwide installed capacity, Germany is a leading country with 26 % of the total
PV capacity, followed by China (13 %), Italy (12 %) and Japan (10 %) as shown in
Fig. 1.2 [1]. The total energy production from PV systems in Germany is 29.7 TWh,
which contributes to 5.7 % of electricity consumption in 2013 [5].

1

Figure 1.1: World cumulative PV installed capacity during 2003 - 2013 and forecast during
2014 - 2018 [1].

The conventional grid will become more decentralized in terms of production,
when a high penetration level of PV systems is reached. This is mainly due to the
still decreasing price of PV modules during the last several years and the interest of
green power generation from PV systems. It is reported that the cost of PV power
generation reduces around 20 % every time when the production capacity is doubled
[6]. Since about 60 % of the overall system cost comes from PV panels, the cost
reduction together with supporting policies, e.g. feed-in-tariff, are the main driving
forces in PV systems investment. Although the trend of PV systems in the future
is difficult to be predicted due to a number of uncertainties, for example, economics
and policies, it can be expected that the global PV cumulative installed capacity will
still increase and exceed 200 GW in 2015 even in the low growth scenario [1]. This
cumulative PV installation forecast is also shown in Fig. 1.1.
Notably, behind this thriving increase of RESs, a drawback of RESs that the
power generated by RESs (e.g. wind and solar power systems) is fluctuated depending on the weather condition remains. This could rise challenges for Distribution
System Operators (DSOs) in a wide-scale PV system scenario. An overloading can
occur during the peak production. This could introduce over-voltage and line frequency instability to the system, and probably damage the connected equipment [7].
Recently, grid support functions are partially required for single-phase PV systems
since the focus is on maximizing the power harvesting and also islanding protection
[8]. However, attentions have been brought in some countries and the demands of
the next generation PV system have been discussed in [9], [10], [11], and [12]. For instance, reactive power control (voltage support) and active power control (frequency
support) are expected to be required features of PV systems in the near future. Dynamic grid support like Low Voltage Ride-Through (LVRT) capability and reactive
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Figure 1.2: Total cumulative installed capacity of PV systems in 2013 [1].

current injection during the fault will also be essential in a wide-scale PV system scenario. In addition, high efficiency and reliability are also vital for the next generation
PV system since they can reduce the system cost and make PV more competitive
with other energy sources [9], [13]. Accordingly, a more advanced control for the PV
system is desired in order to fulfill these requirements [12].

1.1.1

Overview of Grid-Connected PV systems

One benefit of PV systems is that the peak power production normally occurs close
to the peak demand period. The peak load demand, PV power production, and
electricity price during the day are shown in Fig. 1.3. Covering the peak load by PV
energy production, instead of running an expensive power plant (e.g. gas turbine,
diesel generator), results in a better economical solution.

Figure 1.3: Daily peak power demand, PV power production, and electricity price [6].

3

Figure 1.4: Grid-connected PV system configurations [8].

Another strong point of PV systems is that they are easy to be installed compared
to other types of RE. This is because of the simple system configuration. Gridconnected PV systems can have different configurations mainly depending on the
power rating as shown in Fig. 1.4. PV arrays may consist of a number of PV
modules connected in series and/or parallel in order to satisfy output voltage and/or
current level. Regarding the system configuration, central inverters are normally
used in large-scale PV plants due to its low construction cost. However, there are
several disadvantages such as the power losses due to common Maximum Power
Point Tracking (MPPT) and in case of module mismatch. High-voltage DC cables
are also required for connecting PV panels to the inverter [14]. String inverters have
a better efficiency compared to central inverters since each string of PV panels is
equipped with its own DC-DC converter to perform separate MPPT. Several strings
can also share a common DC-AC inverter and, in this case, is referred to as multistring inverters. Both string and multi-string inverters are usually used in residential
applications. In the case of the module inverter, each PV module has its own DC-DC
and DC-AC inverters which enables optimal MPPT. However, module inverters have
the highest cost due to separated power converters for each module.
The control structure of grid-connected PV systems is shown in Fig. 1.5. With
an absence of the transformer, the efficiency of the PV inverter is increased by approximately 2 % and the size is also reduced [14]. However, the lack of galvanic
isolations from the transformer can lead to 1) a considerable leakage current from
common-mode voltage and 2) the saturation of magnetic components due to DC
current injection in distribution transformer [14]. As shown in the control structure,
an active power is generated by the PV arrays and converted to the grid. Power
electronic technology is a key to control PV systems. In most single-phase PV systems, two power electronic converters, so-called two-stage PV system, are used. A
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Figure 1.5: A two-stage single-phase grid-connected PV system control structure [8].

DC-DC boost converter is used for stepping up the DC-link voltage since the output
voltage generated by the PV arrays is usually limited. The boost converter also plays
an important role in extracting power from the PV arrays. An MPPT algorithm is
implemented in the DC-DC converter in order to maximize the energy harvesting
from the PV arrays. An active power is then transferred to the AC grid through
the control of the grid-side converter. Grid-side converters, which are also referred
to as PV inverters, can have several different topologies. Many industrial companies have proposed and manufactured high-efficiency transformerless PV inverters
such as High Efficient and Reliable Inverter Concept (HERIC) from Sunways and
H5 from SMA. Nevertheless, the most commonly used topology for single-phase PV
inverter is a Full-Bridge inverter. The primary objective of PV inverters is to inject
the active power to the grid with an acceptable power quality. Regarding the power
quality, filters are commonly used to limit harmonics in the current injected to the
grid. Passive filters with different combinations such as L, LC or LCL filter can
be inserted between the output terminal of the inverter and the grid. The design of
the filter should be based on the desired attenuation of the frequency range since it
depends on the filter type [8], [15]. PV inverters can also provide ancillary functions
such as harmonics compensation, fault-ride-through, and flexible power control [8].
This could be considered as important supporting functions in the high penetration
of PV systems scenario.

1.2

Motivation

Unlike wind turbine power systems, PV systems are more commonly used in residential and/or remote-area applications of lower power ratings (e.g. 3 kW to 5 kW).
For example, more than 80 % of PV systems in Germany are connected to the low
voltage grid, which is mainly single-phase [5]. In the currently active grid codes for
most countries, a maximum power point tracking is mandatory for grid-connected

5

Figure 1.6: Constant Power Generation concept based on modifying the MPPT. The PV
systems is operated in: 1) MPPT mode during I, III, V, and 2) Constant Power Generation
mode during II, IV [8].

single-phase PV systems. With an increase of grid-connected PV system installation,
the DSOs may face a challenge regarding an overloading of the grid during a PV peak
production period [10]. For example, there is a case study in the Northern Ireland’s
electricity grid where the grid was overloaded by an increased of PV installation in
the local area as reported by BBC news in 2013. A new PV installation capacity was
limited until the Utility Regulator upgrades their local grid and substations [16].
In order to enable more PV installations, apart from reducing the PV installation
or expanding grid infrastructures, which is an expensive solution, the control algorithms of PV systems have to be flexible and feasible of regulating the active power
in order to provide enough power capacity. One solution is to limit the maximum
feed-in power from the PV systems to a certain level by means of a Constant Power
Generation (CPG) control [8]. Actually, it is required in the German Federal Law:
Renewable Energy Sources Act that the newly installed PV systems with the rated
power below 30 kWp in Germany have to be able to limit the maximum feed-in power
(e.g. 70 % of the rated power) unless it can be remotely controlled by the utility [11],
[12]. There are several ways to implement this CPG concept as is proposed in [7].
Nevertheless, a cost-effective approach to achieve the CPG operation is by modifying MPPT control algorithm at the PV inverter level [17]. By setting a proper limit
of an active power extraction from PV arrays, the PV inverter is operated under:
1) MPPT operation when the available active power is below the limit, or 2) CPG
operation when the available active power reaches the power limit, which results in
a constant active power injected to the grid as illustrated in Fig. 1.6. In addition
to reduce the peak power production injected to the grid, another benefit of modifying the MPPT algorithm is an increase in the utilization factor of PV inverters.
This is because the rated power of PV inverter, in CPG operation, is decided by the
power limit, not the peak power production as usual [8]. Therefore, the focus of this
project is to study a new control strategy for single-phase PV systems to unload the
distribution grid, while at the same time to further increase the PV penetration.
6
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1.3

Problem Statements and Project Objectives

From the motivation discussed above, the problem statement of the project is
• Can we solve an overloading issue for the PV systems at high penetration level in a cost-effective way by proposing a new power control
strategy to limit the maximum feed-in power?
Accordingly, several key questions need to be answered.
• How to realize the constant power generation in single-phase PV systems?
• Which is the most suitable MPPT control structure for implementing the CPG
operation?
• How can we implement the new power control strategy in single-phase PV systems?
• What are the benefits and disadvantages of different CPG algorithms?
• Which is the most suitable CPG algorithm to realize the CPG operation?
• How to design for high performances CPG controller?
With the purpose to solve these problems, the main aim of this project is to develop
a new power control strategy for grid-friendly single-phase PV systems. The first
step is studying and modeling single-phase grid-connected PV systems. Then, the
new power control strategy will be carried out. The designed control strategy will
be implemented in the laboratory and the performances will be analyzed. Based on
this, several project tasks will be done.

1.4

Problem Solutions

Modeling single-phase PV systems
Before designing a new power control strategy, an accurate model of single-phase PV
system is required. With the aim to control the power extracted from PV arrays,
the main characteristics of PV arrays such as voltage, current, and power will be
described. All control systems will be implemented in power electronic converters.
Therefore, the operation of both DC-DC boost converter and DC-AC Full-Bridge
inverter will be analyzed using small-signal models.
New power control strategy for single-phase PV systems
To enable more installation of grid-connected PV system, a new power control strategy for grid-friendly single-phase PV systems will be carried out. A control algorithm
which combines CPG with MPPT operation, depending on the available active power,
7

will be designed. The performance of the designed power control strategy may be
varied for different CPG algorithms. Thus, a benchmarking of the developed control strategy with different CPG algorithms will be provided. The designed control
strategy will be implemented in the laboratory and the results will be analyzed.
Design for high performances CPG controller
In order to realize the CPG operation practically, the high performances CPG controllers are demanded. A stable operation is one of the most important aspects when
designing a controller. Thus, the design considerations to ensure a robust CPG operation will be discussed. In addition, the developed control strategy should also have
a fast dynamic performance as well as an accurate power regulation in the steadystate. All these design considerations will be taken into accounted and provided as
a design guideline for high performances CPG controllers.

1.5

Project Limitations

In this project, the main focus is on the development of a power control strategy for
single-phase PV systems. Nevertheless, the concept may also be adopted in threephase PV systems as well. During the design process, there are several PV inverter
topologies available for grid-connected single-phase PV systems as aforementioned.
However, only the Full-Bridge topology is considered. The Pulse Width Modulation
(PWM) technique is bipolar modulation since it has a low leakage current compared
to other modulation techniques which is important in transformerless PV inverters.
Considering the grid-connected application, the available synchronization and current
control techniques will be used since they are not the main focuses of the project.
When implementing the system in the laboratory, the PV panels are realized by using
a programmable DC power supply. In summary, several limitations of the project
can be listed as
• PV arrays production characteristics will be simulated by a programmable DC
power supply.
• PV inverters used in this project only consider a single-phase Full-Bridge topology. A bipolar modulation technique is employed.
• The grid-side converter is not a main focus on this project. Therefore, the
available model for single-phase grid synchronization and an existing current
controller will be used.
• This project only considers a single-phase PV system. However, the concept
may also be adopted in three-phase PV systems.
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1.6

Thesis outline

The report consists of six main chapters and one appendix. A summary of each
chapter is provided in the following.
Introduction
In Chapter 1, the introduction of the project is presented. Challenges and demands
for the next generation grid-connected PV systems are pointed out. This chapter
also includes problem statements, project objectives, problem solutions, and project
limitations.
Modeling of Grid-Connected Single-Phase PV systems
Chapter 2 focuses on modeling of the system. A model of the two-stage gridconnected single-phase PV system and its control systems are presented in this chapter.
Maximum Power Point Tracking
The details and analysis of MPPT algorithms are described in Chapter 3. The control
structures of the MPPT controller and their design considerations are discussed.
Constant Power Generation Operation
In Chapter 4, the main content of the project is provided where a new power control strategy is designed. The concept and the analysis of the CPG operation are
discussed. Then, three selected algorithms to realize the CPG control are presented.
Performances of the PV system with different CPG algorithms are examined and
benchmarked.
Design for High Performances P&O CPG Algorithm
A design guideline for high performances CPG algorithm is analyzed in Chapter 5.
The required modifications to improve the performances of the P&O-CPG algorithm
are addressed.
Conclusion
The conclusion of the project and future works are provided in this chapter.
Appendix A. Hardware Implementation of LabVIEW-FPGA
The implementation of the PV system in the LabVIEW-FPGA environment is discussed. A development platform and the controller design are provided.
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Chapter 2

Modeling of Grid-Connected
Single-Phase PV systems
This chapter focuses on the modeling of the grid-connected single-phase PV system.
According to the system diagram shown in Fig. 2.1, the grid-connected single-phase
PV systems consist of three main parts from the hardware point of view. The PV cells
or arrays are the power source of the system, which will be modeled and represented
by an equivalent circuit. Then, two power converters are employed in order to control
1) the power extraction from the PV arrays, and 2) the power delivery to the AC
grid with an acceptable power quality. Small-signal models will be used to model a
boost converter and a PV inverter. Then, the control systems are also presented for
both the boost converter and the PV inverter. The performance of the PV system
controller is validated and the results are provided at the end of the chapter.

Figure 2.1: System diagram and control structure of a two-stage grid-connected singlephase PV system.

2.1

Modeling of PV Cells

As a power source of the system, a PV array is considered as one of the most important component. A PV array consists of several PV modules, and a PV module
itself consists of a number of PV cells to satisfy current and/or voltage requirements
10
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Figure 2.2: A PV module: (a) physical model (b) equivalent circuit of the module [8].

as shown in Fig. 2.2(a). A PV cell is a basic structure with a high modularity.
Therefore, the model of PV cell is sufficient to describe the characteristic of both PV
array and PV module.
A PV cell is actually a p-n junction. Thus, it has similar characteristics with
a diode [18]. The junction absorbs photon energy from the light, and the charge
carriers are excited and separated at the junction. This creates an electric field
across the junction causing electric current to flow, thereby, converting solar energy
to electricity [18]. A PV cell can be modeled by using an equivalent electrical circuit
as shown in Fig. 2.2(b). This is called a five-parameter model (also single diode
model), which is commonly used due to its precision and simplicity. From this
model, the characteristic of PV cell can also be described by
h

ipv = iph − io exp(

i v +i R
vpv + ipv Rs
pv
pv s
)−1 −
nkB T /q
Rp

(2.1)

where ipv and vpv are the output current and voltage generated by a PV cell. iph
is the photo-generated current which is mainly the current from absorbing photon
energy. The photo-generated current is proportional to the solar irradiance level [8].
io is a diode saturation current, which represents the characteristic of a diode. q is
a charge of an electron, n is an ideality factor, kB is a Boltzmann constant, T is the
cell temperature in degree Kelvin [8]. Rp is a shunt resistance which refers to the cell
leakage currents across the junction and within the cell [19]. Rs is a series resistance
that represents losses from the interconnections. Other two important parameters,
which are commonly used to characterize the PV cell, are short-circuit current iSC ,
and open-circuit voltage vOC . They refer to maximum current and voltage that a
PV cell can generate.
Table 2.1: Parameters of PV arrays at the standard test condition used in this project [20].
Parameter Value
Rated power (25o C, 1000 W/m2 )
Voltage at the maximum power point
Current at the maximum power point
Open circuit voltage
Short circuit current
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Pmp = 65 W
Vmp = 17.6 V
Imp = 3.69 A
vOC = 21.7 V
iSC = 3.99 A

Figure 2.3: PV characteristic with (a) different solar irradiance levels at 25o C and (b)
different ambient temperature at 1000 W/m2 [8].

The PV cell characteristics are usually described by using an output current and
voltage (I-V) curve. This can be obtained by solving Eq. (2.1) for a given operating
condition. For example, Fig. 2.3 shows the I-V curve using the PV cell parameters
from Table 2.1. When operating a PV cell, one of the most important measured value
is the power production. By multiplying the output current and voltage from the
I-V curve, the output power can be calculated as is also shown in the same figure.
The PV cell has a characteristic of a voltage source on the right side of the I-V
curve where the output voltage is almost constant. In contrast, the current source
behavior is observed on the left hand of the I-V curve. There is an operating point
where the output power is maximized. This point is called a Maximum Power Point
(MPP). Due to the limited efficiency of the PV cell (< 25 % at present), PV systems
are required always to operate close to the MPP in order to gain the maximum
energy harvesting [8]. As can be seen in Figs. 2.3(a) and (b) the performances
of PV cells can easily be affected by environmental conditions. The short-circuit
current depends linearly on the solar irradiance level while the open-circuit voltage
shows a strong dependence of the cell temperature [19]. Besides, a partial shading
introduced by a passing cloud can also affect the characteristics of the PV cell. As a
consequence, the operating point which satisfies the MPP condition also varies with
the environmental conditions. Thus, it is essential to have a Maximum Power Point
Tracking (MPPT), which is a control algorithm that can track the MPP continuously
during the operation in order to maximize the power production of the PV systems.
More discussions and detailed analysis of the MPPT will be provided in the next
chapter.

2.2

Modeling of Boost Converters

Boost converters are often used in grid-connected PV systems to match the voltage
level by stepping up the output voltage of PV arrays to a required DC-link voltage
12
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Figure 2.4: Equivalent circuit of PV arrays connected to a boost converter.

[21]. They also provide the control of power extraction in PV systems, for instance,
by implementing MPPTs. The configuration of the PV array connected to the boost
converter is shown in Fig. 2.4. In this case, the model of a PV array is obtained
by using a small-signal model, where a Norton model is adopted. Rmp represents
the corresponding resistance at the MPP. The input current source of the Norton
model is equal to the short-circuit current iSC , which varies with the irradiance level.
The output of the boost converter is then connected to a DC-link with an expected
constant voltage. This is based on an assumption that the PV inverter transfers all
the extracted power to the grid, and thereby keeping the DC-link voltage constant.
The aim of the boost converter is to control the transferred DC power by controlling the duty cycle d, which refers to the subinterval when the switch is turned on.
When the switch is turned on, the DC input power is transferred to an inductor. An
equivalent circuit during this period is shown in Fig. 2.5(a). The inductor voltage
and capacitor current can be expressed as
diL
L
dt
dvpv
Cpv
dt

=
= iSC








vpv



vpv

−
− iL 

Rmp

, 0 ≤ t < dTsw

When the switch is turned off, the equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 2.5(b) and the

Figure 2.5: Equivalent circuits of the boost converter when (a) switch is on and (b) switch
is off.
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inductor voltage and capacitor current can be expressed as
diL
L
dt
dvpv
Cpv
dt








=

vpv − vdc

= iSC



vpv

− iL 
−

Rmp

, dTsw ≤ t < Tsw

The average values of the inductor voltage and capacitor current over one switching period can be obtained as
dhiL i
= hvpv i − (1 − d)hvdc i
dt
dhvpv i
hvpv i
Cpv
− hiL i
= hiSC i −
dt
Rmp
L

(2.2)
(2.3)

Another important variable is the output current of the PV arrays, which can be
derived as
vpv
Rmp
hvpv i
hipv i = hiSC i −
Rmp
ipv = iSC −

(2.4)

In order to vary the duty cycle of the boost converter to control the transferred power,
e.g. MPPT, a transfer function in the frequency domain of the duty cycle and the
PV output current or voltage is required [22]. Because the converter equation is
non-linear, a small-signal model is adopted for linearizing the converter model. The
variables in Eqs. (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) can be replaced by introducing small signals
as described below [22]
1
(D − 1)
Vdc ˆ
v̂pv (s) +
v̂dc (s) +
d(s)
Ls
Ls
Ls
1
1
1
v̂pv (s) =
îSC (s) −
v̂pv (s) −
îL (s)
Cpv s
Rmp Cpv s
Cpv s
1
îpv (s) = îSC (s) −
v̂pv (s)
Rmp
îL (s) =

(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)

where "ˆ" refers to the small variation term. From Eqs. (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) the
transfer functions, which represent the relationship between the duty cycle of the
boost converter and the PV voltage and current, can be obtained as
Gv (s) =

v̂pv
−Vdc Rmp
=
ˆ
LCpv Rmp s2 + Ls + Rmp
d

(2.8)

Gi (s) =

îpv
Vdc
=
ˆ
LCpv Rmp s2 + Ls + Rmp
d

(2.9)
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Figure 2.6: Current-voltage characteristic curve of the PV arrays.

Actually, it is also possible to control the boost converter from the PV array
output power Ppv . Considering the transfer functions in Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9), the
transfer functions of the vpv and ipv are decoupled. If it is assumed that the input DC
power source has a characteristic of a constant output current Ipv , the relationship
between the duty cycle of the boost converter and the PV array output power can
be written as shown in Eq. (2.10). On the other hand, if the input power source
has a characteristic of a constant output voltage Vpv , the transfer function of the PV
arrays output power can also be derived as given in Eq. (2.11).
Gp,v (s) =

v̂pv Ipv
−Vdc Rmp Ipv
=
ˆ
LCpv Rmp s2 + Ls + Rmp
d

(2.10)

Gp,i (s) =

îpv Vpv
Vdc Vpv
=
ˆ
LCpv Rmp s2 + Ls + Rmp
d

(2.11)

In PV system applications, it is well known that the PV array has almost constant
output current or voltage characteristic in some operating regions as shown in Fig.
2.6. Thus, it is possible to apply the control of the boost input power, as derived in
Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11), with the grid-connected PV systems in this project, especially
when the power control strategy is employed.
However, it is worth mentioning that the accuracy of the PV cell based on the
Norton model in Fig. 2.4 decreases as the operating point moves away from the
MPP, which is where the linearizion takes place. This leads to two cautions when
applying the control of the boost converter: 1) the transfer functions in Eqs. (2.8)
and (2.9) may not be accurate when the operating point is far away from the MPP,
and 2) the assumption in Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) may not be true when the operating
point is close to the MPP, since the PV array has neither constant current or voltage
characteristic at the MPP. In order to have a very precise model of the boost converter
with the PV arrays in the wide-range operation, a further investigation is required.
Nevertheless, an error from the linearizion can be considered as a disturbance of the
system and can be compensated by using a feedback control system [23].
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Figure 2.7: (a) Single-phase FB inverter with an L-filter and (b) small-signal model [8].

2.3

Modeling of PV inverters

PV inverters, or grid-side converters, have a main objective to transfer all the power
extracted from the boost stage to the grid by controlling the DC-link voltage [15].
Fig. 2.7 shows a configuration of a grid-connected PV inverter. In this case, a
Full-Bridge (FB) inverter is connected to the grid through an L-filter for simplicity.
Similar to the boost converter, the PV inverter is controlled by adjusting the duty
cycle to generate an output voltage. There are several PWM techniques that can be
employed in FB inverters. Nevertheless, a bipolar modulation is chosen due to its
low leakage current, which is preferable in transformerless PV systems [15]. There
are two switching states in the bipolar modulation: 1) S1 S4 are on and S2 S3 are
off, and 2) S1 S4 are off and S2 S3 are on. This can be expressed by the following
equation

dig


L

 dt

=

vdc − Rig − vg ,

0 ≤ t < dTsw




L dig

= −vdc − Rig − vg , dTsw ≤ t < Tsw
dt
where L and R are the inductance and resistance of the L-filter respectively. vinv is
an inverter output voltage. vdc is an input DC voltage from the boost stage, vg and
ig are grid voltage and current, respectively, and d is the duty cycle.
In order to design a controller, the transfer function of the PV inverter in the
frequency domain is required. Again, a small-signal model is adopted for linearizing
the non-linear characteristic of the switches. The average value of the inductor
voltage can be calculated as shown in Eq. (2.12). Then, the small signals are
introduced. By using Eq. (2.13), the transfer function of the system can be obtained
and used to design a controller for the PV inverter.
L

dhig i
= (2d − 1)hvdc i − Rhig i − hvg i
dt
2D − 1
2Vdc ˆ
1
îg (s) =
v̂dc (s) +
d(s) −
v̂g (s)
Ls + R
Ls + R
Ls + R
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(2.12)
(2.13)
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Figure 2.8: Different grid filter configurations of PV inverters (a) L-filter, (b) LC-filter, (c)
LCL-filter, and (d) LLCL-filter [8].

Figure 2.9: Frequency response of different filter configurations shown in Fig. 2.8 [8].

Considering grid-connected applications, one main consideration is the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) in the grid current, which is introduced by the PWM switching behavior of the inverter. In order to satisfy the THD requirement of the grid
interconnection standards (e.g. grid codes) [8], [15], the grid filters are employed.
The main roles of the grid filters are to attenuate the harmonics in the injected
current which can be divided into two aspects: 1) suppressing the high switching
noise and 2) smoothing the injected current [8], [24]. Various configurations of the
grid filter can be used. The L-filter shown in Fig. 2.7 is the simplest configuration.
However, a high value of inductance is required to reduce the current harmonics at
the switching frequency around 2-15 kHz [25]. In some cases, L-filter is not suitable
due to its poor high-order harmonics attenuation performance [8]. In order to have a
better harmonics attenuation, high-order filters, which is a combination of inductor
and capacitor, are usually employed. Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 show different possible configurations of high-order filters and their frequency response, respectively. According
to the frequency response in Fig. 2.9, LCL-filter has a better rejection at the higher
(e.g. double switching) frequency harmonics compared to the other configurations.
Therefore, it will be used in this project.
The LCL-filter shown in Fig. 2.8(c) offers a satisfactory attenuation performance
as discussed previously. However, the combination of L and C can cause a resonance
problem, which may lead to instability of the controller [15]. Thus, a damping resistor
is often used in the LCL-filter as shown in Fig. 2.10, where Linv and Lg are the input
and grid inductors, Cf is the filter capacitor and Rd is the damping resistor.
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Figure 2.10: An LCL-filter with a damping resistor.

2.4

Modeling of Control systems

In a two-stage grid-connected PV system, the power control is done by two converters.
The boost converter controls the power extracted from PV arrays while the PV
inverter controls the power injected to the grid. The control structure of the system
is shown in Fig. 2.11. The main focus of the project is on the power control of the
boost converter, which will be discussed in details in Chapter 3 and 4. Nevertheless,
it is also necessary to describe the control and operation of the PV inverter since it is
vital in grid-connected PV systems. Therefore, a brief discussion about the control
of single-phase PV inverters and their grid synchronization techniques is provided in
this section.

2.4.1

Grid-Side Power Controllers

In the grid-connected converter, two cascaded control loops are usually employed
[21]. The outer loop controls the power injected to the grid by means of the DC-link
voltage management. The inner loop is the current controller which handles the
power quality issue and needs to response faster than the outer power loop [21].
Actually, there are various control structures for the outer power loop, depending
on the application. However, one commonly used control structure is the DC-link
voltage controller shown in Fig. 2.12. The DC-link voltage should be kept constant
in order to balance the power flow between the DC and AC sides [21]. This can be

Figure 2.11: Control structure of two-stage grid-connected PV systems [8].
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done by using a Proportional-Integral (PI) controller to regulate the DC-link voltage.
By doing so, the output of the outer loop will give a required amplitude of the grid
current |i∗g |, according to the difference between the reference and the measured DClink voltage. Then, the reference grid current i∗g can be obtained by multiplying |i∗g |
with sin θ, where θ is the phase angle of the grid voltage provided by a Phase Locked
Loop (PLL).

Figure 2.12: Control structure of the DC-link controller.

2.4.2

Grid-Side Current Controllers

The control diagram of the inner current loop is given in Fig. 2.13. In the current
controller, a Proportional-Resonant (PR) controller is used [15] since it can track
a sinusoidal reference signal without a steady-state error at the resonant frequency.
This is due to the fact that PR controllers have a high gain around the resonant
frequency as can be seen in Fig. 2.14(a) [15], [21]. For example, this resonant
frequency should be chosen at around 50 Hz, which is the grid frequency (in Europe).
However, the grid frequency can be deviated in a small range, e.g., 49.5-50.5 Hz.
The ideal PR controller in Fig. 2.14(a) will not be able to track any other frequency
component than the 50 Hz. To solve this problem, a non-idea PR controller, which
has the frequency response as shown in Fig. 2.14(b), is practically used in order to
improve the tracking performance of the current controller. In addition, the grid
frequency obtained from the PLL should be used as a resonant frequency, instead of
a fixed 50 Hz, in order to adjust the resonant frequency of the current controller.
The transfer function of the inverter is realized by a delay introduced from the
PWM generation and the sampling [15]. Then, the difference between the inverter

Figure 2.13: Current control structure with harmonic compensators [8].
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Figure 2.14: Bode plots of (a) ideal and (b) non-ideal PR compensator [15].

output voltage and the grid voltage is fed to the grid filter transfer function resulting
in the grid current fed back to the PR controller.
Harmonic Compensations
Harmonic compensators can be added in parallel with the current controller to suppress harmonics appearing in the grid current due to, e.g., dead time and background
distortions in the grid.
A harmonics compensator by means of a Repetitve Controller (RC) as shown in
Fig. 2.15 was presented in [26], [27], [28]. The main idea is to use delays and feedback
loop to generate a periodic signal resulting in a satisfactory performance in tracking
a periodic signal, which is the case for the presented harmonics in the grid-connected
system. The transfer function of the RC in Eq. (2.14) has poles at the multiples of
the fundamental frequency. This enables the controller to compensate the harmonic
components in a wide frequency range. It is also suitable to be implemented in digital
controllers with a limited resource, i.e., Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA),
due to its simple control structure.

Figure 2.15: Control structure of the Repetitive Controller (RC) added in parallel with the
Proportional-Resonant (PR) Controller [26], [27], [28].
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GRC (z) =

Krc z −N Q(z)
Gf (z)
1 − z −N Q(z)

(2.14)

where N = fs /fg with fs being the sampling frequency and fg being the grid fundamental frequency. Krc is the controller gain, Q(z) is a low-pass filter, and Gf (z)
is a phase-lead compensator.
Nevertheless, the RC controller has a slower response compared to other methods
(e.g. selective harmonic compensation) since the controller uses the same gain Krc to
compensate all the frequency components. The frequency range of the attenuation is
also usually limited, by employing a low-pass filter, in practical implementation due
to the stability issues [27]. Besides, the controller is also sensitive to the variation in
the grid frequency since the design of the controller relies on a fixed number of the
sampling delay corresponding to the fundamental frequency of the AC grid and the
sampling frequency of the controller [26], [29].

2.4.3

Grid Synchronizations

In grid-connected PV applications, an accurate grid monitoring method and stable
synchronization system are crucial [15]. Grid information such as the grid voltage
and its phase angle are required parameters for the controller. Among other synchronization techniques, the PLL based methods are popular [30].

Figure 2.16: Basic structure of PLLs [15].

A basic of PLL consists of three main parts as shown in Fig. 2.16. A Phase
Dectector (PD) generates an error between the input signal and the output signal
from the internal oscillator [15]. A Loop Filter (LF) is the second part which has a
function to filter the high-frequency AC components. It can be realized by using a
PI controller. Then, the output AC signal and the phase angle are generated by a
Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO) [15], [31]. There are several ways to implement
PLL-based synchronization techniques, e.g., the T/4 Delay PLL, the Enhanced PLL
(EPLL), the Second Order Generalized Integrator (SOGI) based PLL. Actually, the
main difference between all these techniques is the PD part as shown in Fig. 2.17.
To choose the most suitable synchronization technique, a brief overview of each PLL
is discussed and their performances are compared.
The idea of T/4 Delay PLL is that the input signal is shifted by 90 degrees (at
the fundamental frequency), which corresponds to a quarter of the total sampling
period of the controller, to generate an orthogonal signal [15]. After applying a Park
Transformation, one of the dq-component signals is used for extracting the amplitude,
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Figure 2.17: Phase Detector structure of different PLL systems (a) T/4 Delay PLL, (b)
EPLL, and (c) SOGI-PLL [8].

while the other one goes directly to LF and VCO to extract the phase angle. T/4
Delay PLL is considered as one of the easiest technique to extract the phase angle in
a single-phase system. However, it shows a poor performance under grid frequency
variations and harmonics [30]. The EPLL technique tracks both amplitude and phase
angle of the grid by using an adaptive filter [15]. It has a slow dynamic performance
under disturbances [30]. Another candidate for PLL based on the adaptive filter is
the SOGI PLL. Unlike the EPLL, the SOGI PLL has two-weight adaptive filters,
which results in a performance similar to a sinusoidal integrator [30]. The SOGI
PLL shows a better tracking performance, especially during the frequency variations,
compared with the others [8], [30]. A benchmarking of these three PLL techniques
under different disturbances is given in Table 2.2 [8].
Considering the hardware implementation platform, the utilization of the available resources in the FPGA controller is crucial as is discussed in Appendix A. The
EPLL offers a satisfactory performance while requiring less complexity and computation burden mainly due to the absence of the reference frame transformation.
Therefore, it will be used in the implementation.
Table 2.2: Benchmarking of the selected PLL techniques [8].
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2.5

Performance of the Two-Stage Single-Phase PV System

To verify the analysis of the two-stage single-phase PV system and its control in
the above sections, experimental tests have been carried out by using the laboratory
setup in Fig. 2.18. The PV arrays with the rated power of 3 kW are realized by
using a PV simulator which can emulate the behavior of the PV arrays according to
the PV cell parameters and the irradiance profile. The parameters of the two-stage
single-phase PV system and its control system can be found in Table 2.3 and 2.4,
respectively. The digital controller is developed in the FPGA platform, where further
detailed discussions are provided in Appendix A. The main goal of this section is to
illustrate the controllability of the two-stage single-phase PV system.

Figure 2.18: Laboratory setup of the Two-Stage Single-Phase PV System used in the
experiment.
Table 2.3: Parameters of the Two-Stage Single-Phase PV System.
Boost converter inductor
PV-side capacitor
DC-link capacitor
LCL-filter
Switching frequency
DC-link voltage
Grid nominal voltage (RMS)
Grid nominal frequency

L = 1.8 mH
Cpv = 1000 µH
Cdc = 1100 µH
Inverter-side inductor: Linv = 4.8 mH,
Grid-side inductor: Lg = 4 mH,
Capacitor: Cf = 4.3 µF
Boost converter: fb = 16 kHz,
Full-Bridge inverter: finv = 8 kHz
Vdc = 450 V
Vg = 230 V
ω0 = 2π×50 rad/s
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Table 2.4: Control System Parameters.

Boost converter (PI)
DC-link (PI) controller
Current (PR) controller
Harmonic compensation
(RC) controller
Sampling frequency of
the digital controller

2.5.1

Voltage controller: kp = 5, ki = 0.01
Current controller: kp = 10, ki = 1
Power controller: kp = 0.1, ki = 0.0001
kp = 0.05, ki = 10
kp =, ki =
krc = 1, m = 3, α1 = 0.5
Ts = 20 kHz

Boost Converter Control

The performance of three different controllers for the boost converter, where the
∗ , i∗ , and P ∗ , is investigated. The focus of this part is
control parameters are vpv
pv
pv
only on the boost converter side by assuming that the DC-link voltage is properly
regulated by the PV inverter, which will be analyzed later.
∗ , i∗ , and
The experimental results of the boost converter when the reference vpv
pv
∗
∗
∗
∗
Ppv experiences a step change of vpv = 370 V to 400 V, ipv = 5 A to 7 A, and Ppv
= 1700 W to 2100 W are shown in Figs. 2.19(a), 2.19(b), and 2.19(c) respectively.
It can be seen from the results that the controller of the boost converter can follow
the reference shortly after the step change is introduced for all three cases. It is
also observed that the setting time of the boost controller is less than 0.05 s. This
can ensure that the designed controllers are capable of implementing power control
strategies of the PV system (e.g. MPPT) where the reference value is typically
updated in the period of 0.05 - 2 s [32], [33], [34].

2.5.2

PV inverter Control

There are three main parts in the control of the PV inverter: 1) Grid synchronization,
2) Current controller, and 3) Power controller. The synchronization is done through
the PLL, where the extracted phase of the grid voltage is shown together with the
grid voltage vg and the grid current ig in Fig. 2.20(a).
It can be seen that the phase angle generated by the PLL corresponds to the
measured grid voltage vg . Moreover, the PV inverter is at a unity power factor,
according to the control diagram in Fig. 2.12. The measured grid frequency of the
PLL is 50 Hz with a very small deviation.
The performance of the current controller is tested by introducing a step change
in the grid current amplitude |i∗g |. As it can be seen in Fig. 2.20(b), the measured
grid current ig can follow the reference i∗g when a step change from 15 A to 18 A
is introduced. As aforementioned, the DC-link voltage should be regulated in order
to properly transfer the extracted power from the PV arrays to the AC grid. The
DC-link controller can be tested by introducing a step change in the input power. By
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Figure 2.19: Experimental results of the boost converter when the input (a) voltage vpv ,
(b) current ipv , and (c) power Ppv is controlled. The reference input experiences a step
∗
∗
change from (a) vpv
= 370 V to 400 V, (b) i∗pv = 5 A to 7 A, and (c) Ppv
= 1700 W to 2100
W.
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Figure 2.20: Experimental results of (a) the PLL where the extracted phase angle of the
grid voltage is shown together with the grid voltage and current, (b) the current controller
where the proportional resonant (PR) controller is employed together with the harmonic
compensator by means of the repetitive controller, where the reference experiences a step
change from |i∗g | = 15 A to 18 A, and (c) the DC-link voltage controller when the controller
experiences a step change in the input power, where the reference value of the DC-link voltage
is chosen at 450 V.
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doing so, the DC-link voltage will be increased due to the excess energy in the DClink. As a consequence, the DC-link voltage controller should increase the reference
amplitude of the grid current |i∗g | in order to deliver more power to the grid and,
thereby, keep the DC-link voltage to a reference value. Fig. 2.20(c) shows the
experimental results where the DC-link voltage reference is chosen to be 450 V. It
can be observed that the DC-link voltage increases when the power injecting from the
PV arrays is increased, through the change in the ipv . However, the DC-link voltage
can be regulated, through the PI controller, at 450 V after a short time period. It
can also be seen in Fig. 2.20(c) that the grid current ig also changes accordingly.
According to the above results, it can be concluded that the controller of the twostage PV system is properly designed. The boost converter can track the reference
input signal, according to the controller type, while the PV inverter illustrates the
capability of transferring the extracted DC power to the AC grid.

2.6

Summary

In this chapter, the components in the two-stage single-phase PV systems have been
modeled. The characteristic of the PV cells has been analyzed and modeled with an
equivalent circuit. Both the boost converter and the PV inverter have been modeled
using small-signal models. The control systems of the two-stage single-phase PV
systems are also taken into consideration, where the focus is mainly on the grid
side. The main aim of the controller in the inverter stage is to deliver the extracted
DC power from the PV arrays to the AC grid. This power delivery can be ensured
by employing a cascade control loop, which consists of a DC-link controller and a
current controller. The DC-link controller regulates the DC-link voltage to a constant
value by generating a corresponding reference grid current for the current controller.
Then, the objective of the current controller, which acts as an inner loop, is to
regulate the grid current. The PR controller is employed in the current controller
due to its superior performance at tracking a sinusoidal reference signal. Harmonic
compensation is an additional functionality which can be provided by adding the RC
in parallel with the PR controller. The performances of the two-stage single-phase
PV system are verified experimentally.
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Chapter 3

Maximum Power Point Tracking
Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) control is the main focus of this chapter. Perturb and Observe (P&O) which is one of the most commonly used MPPT
algorithms is presented. Different possible MPPT controller structures are also discussed and analyzed. The design considerations of the MPPT controller are given
and the performance verification in the laboratory under the several test conditions
is provided at the end of the chapter.

3.1

Overview of Maximum Power Point Tracking

In PV systems, one main consideration is the efficiency of the power production of the
system [15]. It is desirable that the PV systems deliver the maximum available power
to the grid all the time due to the fact that PV modules have low conversion efficiency
and also a high initial cost [35], [36], [37]. Therefore, in most cases, it is required
for PV systems to operate at the Maximum Power Point (MPP). As discussed in
Fig. 2.3, the MPP of the PV arrays varies with the environmental conditions. In
order to maximize the power production of PV systems, Maximum Power Point
Tracking (MPPT) algorithm, which continuously tracks the MPP during operation,
is essential. In general, the demands of the MPPT algorithm can be divided into
three main aspects [38], [39]:
• Fast dynamic response - It is desirable that the MPPT algorithm can keep the
PV system operates at the MPP under the changing environmental conditions.
In order to do so, a fast tracking algorithm which can follow the change in the
MPP is required.
• High accuracy under the steady-state condition - During the steady-state condition, the MPPT algorithm should keep the PV system to operate at the MPP
with a minimum deviation. An accurate tracking performance of the MPPT
algorithm is essential since it can effectively reduce energy losses of the PV
systems. This will increase the overall efficiency of the PV system.
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• Robustness to disturbances - Instability can be introduced by the fast changing
irradiance condition and noise from the measurements. Therefore, robustness
is one of the most important design consideration of the MPPT algorithm.
Accordingly, several MPPT algorithms have been proposed, among which the
Perturb and Observe (P&O) algorithm is the most widely used method. [38], [40],
[41]. In this chapter, the P&O MPPT algorithm, also known as a hill-climbing
method, will be discussed.

3.2

Perturb and Observe MPPT Control

In terms of complexity, the P&O MPPT is the simplest one, which makes it widely
used in PV systems [35], [40], [42]. The operation principle of the P&O MPPT
is shown in Fig. 3.1. The operating voltage of the PV arrays vpv is “perturbed”
intentionally and then the corresponding change in the output power of the PV
arrays is “observed” in order to determine the direction of the next perturbation.
If a perturbation of vpv leads to an increase of the PV output power Ppv , the next
perturbation should be continued in the same direction (i.e., a → b → c). Otherwise,
if the change of the vpv results in a decrease of the Ppv (i.e., c → d), the perturbation
should reverse the direction [39], [41].
A flow chart of the P&O MPPT algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.2, where Vpv,n and
Ipv,n are the measured voltage and current of the present sampling, which can be
multiplied to obtain the PV output power Ppv,n . Similarly, Vpv,n−1 and Ipv,n−1 are
the measured voltage and current of the previous sampling and Ppv,n−1 is the PV
output power of the previous sampling. ST EP is the step size of the perturbation
∗ is the reference PV voltage for the boost converter. It should be noted that
and vpv
the P&O method can also be applied with the perturbation of the operating current
of the PV arrays ipv instead of the voltage. The control algorithms are identical.

Figure 3.1: Concept of the Perturb and Observe (P&O) MPPT algorithm.
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Figure 3.2: Flow chart of the Perturb and Observe (P&O) MPPT algorithm [35].

Once the MPP is reached, the PV output power will oscillate around the MPP
[38], [41]. This unavoidable oscillation results in power losses of the PV systems,
which is one main drawback of the P&O MPPT algorithm [42]. In order to reduce
the oscillation, a small step size should be chosen. However, there is a trade-off
between the reduction in the oscillation and the tracking speed, since a smaller step
size will slow down the MPPT control [41]. Another disadvantage of the P&O MPPT
is the poor tracking performance in a rapid changing irradiance condition [41], [42].
When the irradiance level changes very fast, (e.g., PV arrays are shaded by a moving
cloud), the P&O MPPT algorithm may track the MPP in the wrong direction as
illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
It can be seen in Fig. 3.3 that without the change in the irradiance, the P&O
MPPT should see a lower Ppv in the next perturbation (point b). However, because
the Ppv increases due to the irradiance change, the Ppv measured in the next perturbation (point c) is higher than the present PV output power (point a). As a
result, the perturbation continues in the wrong direction by decreasing the vpv and
moves away from the real MPP. This problem can be alleviated if the step size is
large enough to ensure that the change in the Ppv is due to the perturbation, not the
increased irradiance. However, a large step size will result in more power losses in
the steady-state operation [43]. Another solution is to increase the sampling rate of
the MPPTs. Nevertheless, in practice, the sampling rate of MPPT is limited by the
dynamic performance of the converter.
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Figure 3.3: Performance of the Perturb and Observe (P&O) MPPT algorithm under a fast
changing irradiance condition [41].

Notably, although the P&O MPPT algorithm is simple, there are two main drawbacks - power oscillations around the MPP and poor tracking performance under
rapid change environmental conditions. Several methods to enhance the P&O MPPT
algorithm have been proposed. For example, in [38] and [39], a variable step size of
the P&O MPPT is used. In [44], an extra measurement point between each perturbation is used to eliminate the error of the Ppv under a fast-changing environmental
condition. Nevertheless, these solutions may introduce more complexity of the algorithm and can give smaller robustness.

3.3

MPPT Controllers

In the previous section, the MPPT algorithm has been discussed. Typically, the
∗ or current i∗ as the
P&O MPPT algorithm can give either PV output voltage vpv
pv
reference. Therefore, in most cases, the boost converter controls are realized by using
∗ or i∗ is directly used as the reference,
a closed-loop control, where either the vpv
pv
which is shown in Fig. 3.4. A Proportional-Integral (PI) controller is employed in
the close-loop control to adjust the duty cycle of the boost converter according to an
error between the reference and the measured value. It should be pointed out that the
subtraction between the reference and measured value of voltage- and current-based
controller has an opposite sign. This is due to the fact that the transfer function of
vpv
has a negative resistance term as derived in Eq. (2.8).
d
These two control structures are very suitable for the normal MPPT operation
where the MPP needs to be tracked continuously. Although the controllers do not
directly control the PV output power Ppv , the MPP can be tracked by controlling the
boost converter input voltage vpv or current ipv . However, these two control structures might not be considered as the most suitable control structure for implementing
a power control strategy. In other power control strategies apart from the MPPT,
the control over ipv or vpv may not ensure the control over Ppv , especially, when the
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Figure 3.4: MPPT control structures based on (a) voltage and (b) current control.

irradiance is changing. Therefore, another MPPT control structure, which gives the
∗ as the reference will also be taken into consideration. As can be seen in Fig. 3.5,
Ppv
the MPPT controller can also be realized by using a power control structure. This
control structure is actually a modification of the voltage- and current-based MPPT
controller, but an additional calculation is required in order to obtain the power ref∗ , as discussed in Section 2.2. The power reference P ∗ is then compared
erence Ppv
pv
with the measured PV power Ppv . Similarly to other MPPT control structures, a PI
controller can be employed to regulate the PV output power by adjusting the duty
cycle of the boost converter, as is shown in Fig. 3.5.

∗
Figure 3.5: MPPT control structures based on power control where (a) the reference vpv
is
∗
multiplied with the measured ipv and (b) the reference ipv is multiplied with the measured
vpv .

It is worth mentioning that the power-based MPPT controller in Fig. 3.5(a) is
based on the assumption that the measured ipv is almost constant as it was derived
in Eq. (2.10). Similarly, it is required that the measured PV voltage vpv is almost
constant when applying the power-based MPPT controller in Fig. 3.5(b). If these
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Figure 3.6: Power-current characteristic curve of the PV arrays at different irradiance
levels.

conditions are violated, the system will be unstable. In fact, the operating point of
the PV system always starts from an open-circuit voltage, where the vpv is almost
constant. As a consequence, it is not possible to use the power-based MPPT controller in Fig. 3.5(a) in the practical implementation, since the PV system will not
be able to operate properly at the start-up process. In the case of the power-based
MPPT controller in Fig. 3.5(b), the operating point will never go into a constant
current region in normal operation. Therefore, it is only possible to use the controller
in Fig. 3.5(b) in a practical implementation.
On one hand, an advantage of this control structure is that the power extracted
from the PV arrays is controlled directly. There is a possibility to implement the
power control strategy by modifying the power reference, which will be discussed in
details in Chapter 4. On the other hand, noise and variation of the measured PV
∗ due to the multiplication, which
voltage vpv will appear in the power reference Ppv
is a main drawback of this power-based MPPT controller.
It should also be noted that the stability issues may appear, when the currentbased MPPT controller is employed. Considering the power-current (P-I) curve of
the PV arrays shown in Fig. 3.6, it can be noticed that the P-I curve has a very steep
slope on the right side of the MPP. There is a chance that the operating point of
the PV system may go to the short-circuit condition under the decreasing irradiance
condition as is stated in [34] and [45]. Assuming that the irradiance level is 1000
W/m2 and the PV system is operating at the MPP, the irradiance level suddenly
decreases to 700 W/m2 . It can be seen from Fig. 3.6 that the operating point of the
system may "fall off the hill" if the MPPT algorithm cannot track fast enough. The
situation could become even worse if the irradiance level in Fig. 3.6 suddenly drops
e.g. from 1000 W/m2 to 500 W/m2 . This incident can also affect the stability of the
power-based MPPT controller to some extent, since the PV current ipv is also used
∗ .
for calculating the power reference Ppv
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3.3.1

Design consideration of MPPT controllers

The efficiency is one of the most important issues in the PV systems. This is due to
the limited energy conversion efficiency of the PV arrays. It is defined in EN 50530
standard that the overall efficiency of the PV system (ηtotal ) can be calculated as [47]
ηtotal = ηCON V · ηM P P T

(3.1)

where ηM P P T is the MPPT efficiency, which is a ratio between the extracted DC
power and the available power of the PV arrays. ηCON V is a conversion efficiency,
which is mainly related to the losses in power converters. These losses are, in most
cases, related to the hardware limitations (e.g. power-semiconductor technology).
In order to maintain a high efficiency of the overall PV system, it is very crucial to
design an MPPT controller that can achieve a very high efficiency (ηM P P T > 95 %)
[45].
The P&O MPPT algorithm relies very much on the two design parameters:
1) the step size of the perturbation and 2) the sampling (updated) frequency of the
MPPT algorithm. Considering the step size of the perturbation, there is a trade-off
between the dynamic and the steady-state performance. A large step size will result in a faster tracking speed, especially, under a fast changing irradiance condition.
Nevertheless, the amplitude of the oscillation in the steady-state condition is directly
proportional to the step size. This means the energy losses due to the dynamic performance of the MPPT algorithm can be reduced by using a large step size but the
energy losses in the steady-state condition will be increased at the same time. In
practice, the step size should also be large enough to prevent undesired effects, which
could lead to a wrong tracking decision, due to the noise from the measurements.
The sampling frequency of the MPPT algorithm is another design parameter that
can significantly affect the performance of the MPPT controller. Actually, the dynamic performance of the MPPT controller (e.g., under a fast irradiance change) can
be improved by increasing the sampling frequency. However, the sampling frequency
of the MPPT algorithm is restricted by the dynamics of the boost converter. In

Figure 3.7: Design constrains and considerations of the MPPT controllers [32], [46].
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Figure 3.8: Tracking efficiency as a function of the step size of the MPPT controllers [48].

other words, the boost converter controller needs to reach the steady-state condition
∗ or P ∗ ) is updated
before the reference value from the MPPT controller (i.e., i∗pv , vpv
pv
[33]. Typically, the sampling frequency of the MPPT algorithm is in the range of 0.5
- 20 Hz [32], [33], [34].
The relation between the step size, sampling frequency, and the performance
of the MPPT controller is summarized in Fig. 3.7. In order to find the suitable
design parameters, the step size, ST EP , sampling frequency of the MPPT controller,
fM P P T , and also the power level of the PV systems should be considered together [32],
[33], [46]. According to the design guideline in [48], the step size of the voltage-based
MPPT controller as a function of the sampling frequency of the MPPT algorithm
should be within a range of
0.1
1
Vmp · fM P P T < ST EP <
Vmp · fM P P T
100
100

(3.2)

which is shown in Fig. 3.8.

3.4

Performance of the MPPT controllers

Three MPPT controllers (e.g., voltage-, current-, and power-based) have been designed with the P&O MPPT algorithm, using the system configuration shown in
Fig. 2.11. The parameters of the controllers are given in Table 3.1. The sampling
frequency of the MPPT is designed considering the dynamic of the boost converter.
More precisely, the sampling frequency should not exceed 20 Hz, which corresponds
to the settling time period of the boost converter controller. In fact, the presence of
the double-line frequency variation in the voltage and/or current of the PV arrays
due to the mismatch between DC and AC power can have a negative impact to the
performance of the MPPT controller [49]. In order to alleviate the affect of this 100
Hz variation, the sampling period of the MPPT algorithm should be chosen as a
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Table 3.1: Designed Parameters of MPPT Controllers.
Design parameter:

Voltage-based
MPPT controller

Current-based
MPPT controller

Step size

2V

0.15 A

Sampling rate
(simulation)
Sampling rate
(experiment)

Power-based
MPPT controller
0.15 A (simulation),
0.2 A (experiment)

10 Hz
200 Hz

multiple of 0.01 s (corresponded to 100 Hz), which can reduce the influence of the
100 Hz variation in the measurements. According to these criterions, the sampling
frequency of the MPPT algorithm is chosen as 10 Hz. Regarding the step size of the
perturbation, it is chosen based on the guideline in [48], which was also discussed in
Section 3.3, as well as a practical tuning in order to prevent undesired effects due to
the presence of noise from the measurements. It should be noted that the step size of
the power-based MPPT controller in the experiment is slightly larger than the value
in the simulation due to the presence of the sensoring noise.
A. Dynamic performances of the MPPT controllers
Two irradiance profiles are used in the simulation model. The ramp irradiance condition is used to emulate the slow changing irradiance condition, e.g., during a clear
day. In fact, the irradiance level can also change rapidly when the PV arrays experience a cloudy environmental condition. Therefore, a trapezoidal irradiance profile
with a fast changing in the slope is also used to test the MPPT controllers. It should
be mentioned that the change in the irradiance used in the simulation is relatively
fast compared to a typical irradiance profile in the real measured data. This is due to
the limited simulation time and the available memory. However, the sampling rate
of the MPPT algorithm is also increased to 200 Hz, which is higher than the typical
sampling rate of 0.5 - 20 Hz [32], [46], in order to have a more realistic simulation
model. An alternative solution is to use a simplified model which is not considered
in this project.
The dynamic performances of the voltage-, current-, power-based MPPT controllers in the simulation are shown in Figs. 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11. It can be seen
that all the MPPT controllers have similar tracking performances under the ramp
irradiance condition. A small variation in the PV output power can be seen in Fig.
3.11(a) when the power-based MPPT controller is employed. The performances of
the MPPT controllers are deviated when the fast changing irradiance profile is used.
Both the current- and power-based MPPT controllers have a poor dynamic performance under a rapid decrease in the irradiance level, resulting in large power losses
as can be seen in Figs. 3.10(b) and 3.11(b).
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Figure 3.9: Simulation dynamic performances of the voltage-based MPPT controller: (a)
ramp irradiance and (b) fast changing irradiance.

Figure 3.10: Simulation dynamic performances of the current-based MPPT controller: (a)
ramp irradiance and (b) fast changing irradiance.

Figure 3.11: Simulation dynamic performances of the power-based MPPT controller: (a)
ramp irradiance and (b) fast changing irradiance.
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Figure 3.12: Experiment dynamic performances of the voltage-based MPPT controller: (a)
normal irradiance and (b) fast changing irradiance.

Figure 3.13: Experiment dynamic performances of the current-based MPPT controller: (a)
normal irradiance and (b) fast changing irradiance.

Figure 3.14: Experiment dynamic performances of the power-based MPPT controller: (a)
normal irradiance and (b) fast changing irradiance.
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Furthermore, experiments have been carried out under solar irradiance change
conditions. Two trapezoidal irradiance profiles with different slopes are used to emulate the normal and fast changing irradiance conditions. The experimental results
of the MPPT controllers are shown in Figs. 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14. As can be seen
from the experimental results, the voltage-based MPPT controller has the most robust operation where the oscillation under the steady-state condition is minimized
compared to the other MPPT controllers. A large variation in the Ppv is observed in
the current-based MPPT controller. Moreover, the loss of power production under
the decreasing irradiance is the main drawback of this type of MPPT controller as
can be seen in Fig. 3.13. Considering the dynamic performance under a fast increasing irradiance condition, the power-based MPPT controller has the fastest response,
while the power losses are significant for the voltage-based MPPT controller.
B. Performances of MPPT controllers under real irradiance profiles
In order to observe the performance of the MPPT controllers in the real operation,
the PV simulator has been programmed by using the two recorded irradiance and
temperature profiles in Fig. 3.15. The time scale of the recorded profiles is scaled
down in order to accelerate the testing time from 24 hours to 24 minutes. By using
these two irradiance profiles, it is possible to emulate the environmental conditions
of a clear and a cloudy day conditions in the experimental setup.

Figure 3.15: Recorded (a) daily irradiance and (b) daily PV arrays temperature profiles,
after scaling the time to 24 minutes.

The experimental results of different MPPT controllers are shown in Figs. 3.16,
3.17, and 3.18. It has been revealed that the voltage-based MPPT controller has
an excellent performance under both clear and cloudy conditions. A poor tracking performance is observed when the current-based MPPT controller is employed.
The controller experiences an instability operation under the decreasing irradiance
condition as can be seen from Fig. 3.17. The power-based MPPT controller has a
satisfied performance under the clear day condition. However, there is a significant
power losses under a decreased irradiance in the cloudy day condition and the PV
system has a risk of instability operation, i.e., at t = 800 s.
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Figure 3.16: Experimental results of the voltage-based MPPT controller under real irradiance profiles: (a) clear day and (b) cloudy day.

Figure 3.17: Experimental results of the current-based MPPT controller under real irradiance profiles: (a) clear day and (b) cloudy day.

Figure 3.18: Experimental results of the power-based MPPT controller under real irradiance profiles: (a) clear day and (b) cloudy day.
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3.5

Summary

MPPT control is required in order to maintain the high efficiency of the overall PV
system. In terms of complexity, the P&O is one of the most commonly used MPPT
algorithms and is employed in this project
The MPPT algorithm provides a reference for the boost converter controller which
can be realized by several ways. Typically, the boost converter is controlled by its
input voltage or current. Alternatively, it is also possible to directly control the input
power of the boost converter, which may be suitable for active power control strategy
implementation.
Design considerations regarding the step size and the sampling rate of the MPPT
controllers have been discussed. Then, the performances of the MPPT controllers
have been verified with both simulation and experiments under several irradiance
conditions. It has been observed that the voltage-based MPPT controllers have a
superior performance compared to the others, especially, under a decreasing irradiance condition. An instability can occur when the current-based MPPT controllers
operate under a fast decreasing irradiance condition, e.g., cloudy condition. The
power-based MPPT control also has such a risk of instability.
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Chapter 4

Constant Power Generation
Operation
This chapter begins with a background of active power control strategies. Then, an
overview of a Constant Power Generation (CPG) in the PV systems is presented.
Prior-art work regarding the active power control in the PV system is discussed. The
focus of this chapter is on three selected algorithms to realize the CPG operation.
Performances of the presented CPG algorithms are verified and a benchmarking of
different CPG algorithms is provided at the end of the chapter

4.1

Background of Active Power Control Strategies

The power generated by PV systems is fluctuating dependent on the weather conditions. Typically, the peak power production occurs around a midday when the
irradiance level is usually high. Conventionally in most countries, it is required that
PV systems should operate in MPPT mode as presented in Chapter 3. However, in a
wide-scale PV system scenario, this can lead to an overloading of the distribution sys-

Figure 4.1: Active power control functions for wind turbine power systems defined in the
Danish grid code [50].
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tem during the peak power production of the PV systems [7], [12], [51]. To solve this
problem, apart from expanding the grid infrastructure or reducing the installation
of PV systems, better power controllability of PV systems is required. Since most
of PV systems are connected to a single-phase system, the control of active power
is more effective than the reactive power due to the high R/X ratio characteristic of
distribution systems [8], [12].
Active power control strategies have been successfully implemented in wind turbine power systems. In the Danish grid code, the active power control functions are
defined as shown in Fig. 4.1 [50]. Considering an absolute (constant) production
constraint, the output power of the wind turbine is regulated at a constant set point
value. This active power control function is the main focus in this chapter and will
be referred to as a CPG control.

4.2

Overview of Constant Power Generations

The CPG concept for PV systems was introduced in [7], [17]. The main objective of
this control strategy is to prevent an overloading by limiting the maximum feed-in
power of the PV systems to a certain level. Specifically, the PV system is operated
in the MPPT mode, when the available active power (Ppv ) is below the setting
maximum feed-in power (Plimit ). However, when the available power reaches Plimit ,
the output power of the PV system will be kept at Ppv = Plimit , and leading to a
constant active power injection as shown in Eq. (4.1) and Fig. 4.2.
(

Ppv =

PM P P T , when Ppv ≤ Plimit
Plimit , when Ppv > Plimit

(4.1)

Figure 4.2: Constant Power Generation (CPG) concept, where the PV systems is operated
in: 1) MPPT mode during I, III, V, and 2) CPG mode during II, IV [8] [17].

Obviously, the CPG operation decreases the energy harvesting by limiting the
maximum power production of the PV systems, which leads to undesired energy
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losses for the PV systems owner or customer. However, the peak power production
usually occurs only in a short period during the day. Considering the monthly
or yearly power production from the PV systems, the energy losses from the CPG
operation is relatively small, while the DSO gains a significant benefit from preventing
an overloading during the peak power generation as it is illustrated in Fig. 4.3 [17].

Figure 4.3: Energy yield reduction due to limited maximum feed-in power from a 3 kW
grid-connected single-phase PV system used in Danish climate [8].

As presented in [17], the CPG control can be done by various approaches:
• Integrating more Energy Storage System (CPG-ESS) – A flexible power control
of PV system can be achievable by storing the surplus energy in an energy storage system. One advantage of this method is that the PV output power can be
smoothened and also free of power fluctuations. Moreover, the PV system can
produce the output power higher than the nominal value by continuously discharging the stored energy. Nevertheless, the energy storage systems increase
the cost of the overall system and their lifetime limit should also be taken into
account.
• Power Management Control (CPG-PMC) – CPG can also be achievable from
the system control level. In this case, several PV systems are controlled by
the central control unit. Depending on the output power level at the point of
connection, some PV systems are requested to operate in CPG mode, while
the others operate in MPPT mode. By doing so, a total power production
of an aggregated PV systems can be kept constant. This method requires a
communication line between a central control unit and each PV system.
• Modifying MPPT Control (CPG-MPPT) – A third way to realize CPG control
is by modifying the MPPT algorithm at an individual PV system level. The
power limit, which is chosen as the maximum feed-in power to the grid, is used
as a criterion to decide the operating mode between the MPPT and CPG.
As long as the instantaneous power extracted from PV arrays is below the
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setting power limit, the PV system operates in the MPPT mode. When the
power limit is reached, the PV system changes from MPPT to CPG operating
mode through the modification of the MPPT algorithm. In this way, the CPG
operation is achievable without any need of extra energy storage system or a
central control unit, which is a strong benefit of this method.
As it can be seen, both CPG-ESS and CPG-PMC require more investment which
might not be suitable for cost-effective PV systems. Hence, only CPG based on
modifying MPPT method is taken into consideration in this thesis.

4.3

Literature Review of Constant Power Generation

Figure 4.4: Control diagrams of the two-stage PV systems in MPPT and reserved power
mode [34].

Actually, several publications have recently been discussing on active power control strategy similar to the CPG-MPPT operation. In [52], an absolute power control
strategy for single-stage three-phase PV systems was presented. In two-stage gridconnected PV systems, a reserved power control mode was also presented in [34].
According to the control diagrams shown in Fig. 4.4(c), during the normal MPPT
operation, the boost converter is controlled by the MPPT controller while the PV
inverter is controlled by the DC-link voltage controller. However, when the reserve
power control is activated, the active power extraction is controlled by the PV inverter, through the current controller, while the boost converter is now controlling
the DC-link voltage. Unlike the power control strategy in [34], where the control of
the boost converter and the PV inverter are dependent, an active power generated
by PV system can also be limited by controlling only the boost converter side as
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Figure 4.5: Control strategy for the MPPT and limited power point tracking, where i∗pv is
the reference PV current [53].

was discussed in [53]. Here two different controllers are employed: 1) MPPT controller, and 2) limiting power controller. The operating mode is decided by using the
reference current as a criterion as is shown in Fig. 4.5. During the limiting power
operation, the reference PV current i∗pv is directly calculated by dividing the power
limit Plimit with the measured PV voltage vpv . However, this calculation is accurate
only when the PV systems is operating in the constant voltage region in Fig. 2.6.
All the publications mentioned above share a similar idea that the PV power
Ppv should be regulated by operating the PV system at the right side of the MPP
as is shown in Fig. 4.6. Actually, a stable operation may not be ensured when
operating the PV systems in this area. It was pointed out in [34] that the control
of the boost converter might fail under the rapid decrease in the irradiance, which
makes the operating point of the PV system go to the short-circuit condition. Fig.
4.4(d) presents the proposed solution in [34], where the operating area of the PV
system is continuously monitored and the reference current of the boost converter
will be forced to decrease, when the short-circuit condition is detected. In fact,
the instability during the decrease irradiance condition can be avoided by choosing
a proper operating area of the PV system in the CPG operation. More detailed
analysis will be discussed in the following section.

Figure 4.6: Power-voltage characteristic curve of the PV arrays and the operating area of
the PV system in MPPT and Controlled Power mode [34].
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Another drawback of active power control strategies presented in [34] and [53] is
due to the use of a condition switch to change the operating mode between the MPPT
and CPG (or reserved, limiting power control). Only one of these two controllers
(MPPT or CPG) is activated during the operation leading to a difficulty when a PI
controller is implemented to do the control. It should be mentioned that the integral
action of the PI controller relies on an accumulated error in the former sampling
periods. A method to properly initialize the PI controller, when activating the CPG
controller is required, leading to a more complicated control structure.
Although several approaches have been presented, improvements are still required
in order to achieve a high performance and robust CPG controller. Stability of the
CPG controller is another important issue, which has not yet been fully investigated.
Besides, the dynamic performances should also be examined under various irradiance
profiles other than just a step-change like what has been done in [34] and [52].

4.4

Analysis of Constant Power Generation Strategies

Although the CPG by modifying the MPPT algorithm offers a cost-effective solution
to achieve the CPG operation, the design of the CPG algorithm could be a challenge.
To avoid an abrupt transition between the two operating modes, it is preferable to use
only one controller for both MPPT and CPG operations, and to avoid the use of the
switch condition. Consequently, the controller needs to be designed with two main
objectives: 1) maximizing the extracted power from the PV arrays during the MPPT
operation and 2) limiting the extracted power from the PV arrays during the CPG
operation. In the MPPT operating mode, when Ppv ≤ Plimit , it is obvious that the
controller should track the MPP similar to the typical MPPT controller as mentioned
in Chapter 3. Likewise, in the CPG operating mode, the controller should operate
in the same way by tracking the so-called Constant Power Point (CPP) which is the
operating point that meets the Ppv = Plimit condition. Thus, it is vital to discuss
the possible CPPs in the CPG operation by analyzing the characteristic of the PV
arrays.
Let us consider the possible operating areas of the PV system in the CPG operation. From the P-V and I-V characteristic curves of the PV arrays as shown in Fig.
4.7, there are two possible operating points − CPP-a and CPP-b, for the CPG operating mode at a certain power level (i.e., Plimit ). In two-stage grid-connected PV
systems, theoretically, there is no restriction in the operating range of the PV voltage
vpv , since the DC-link voltage is stepped up by the boost converter and regulated
by the DC-link controller of the PV inverter. This is not the case in the single-stage
grid-connected PV systems where the PV voltage vpv is directly corresponding to
the DC-link voltage and has to be in a certain limit in order to ensure the power
delivery of the PV inverter [54]. By operating the PV systems at CPP-b, the ipv is
lower than that of CPP-a, resulting in lower conduction losses. However, the slope
of the P-V curve is much higher on the right side of the MPP. This means that it
is more difficult to control the PV system at CPP-b, since a small change in the
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Figure 4.7: PV characteristic curves, where two Constant Power Points (CPP) for a certain
Plimit in CPG operation are located.

PV voltage vpv can result in a large variation in the output power Ppv . Moreover,
the operating point of the PV system may go into the open-circuit condition under
a fast decreasing irradiance condition, e.g., when a cloud is passing. This problem
can be explained from the P-V curve shown in Fig. 4.8. It is assumed that the
irradiance suddenly drops from 1000 W/m2 to 200 W/m2 . It can be noticed that the
0
open-circuit voltage of the PV arrays reduces from VOC to VOC , due to the decreased
irradiance. If the PV system was operating (when the irradiance is 1000 W/m2 ) in
0
the area above VOC , which are highlighted as the red area in Fig. 4.8, the PV system
will go directly to the open-circuit condition at the instance that the irradiance level
suddenly drops to 200 W/m2 . Therefore, it can be pointed out that there is a risk
of instability, when the Ppv is regulated at the CPP-b, compared to CPP-a or the
normal MPPT operation.

Figure 4.8: Instability due to the CPG operation at the CPP-b, where the red highlighted
area refers to an unstable operation during a fast decrease of the irradiance level from 1000
W/m2 to 200 W/m2 .
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In a steady-state operation, when the irradiance level is constant, the CPG algorithms should keep the PV systems to operate at one of the CPPs with a minimum
of oscillations. However, under a changing irradiance condition, the dynamic performance of CPG algorithms should be able to ensure a stable CPG operation regardless
of the irradiance conditions. Moreover, it is observed in [17] that a change of the
operating mode between CPG and MPPT may introduce instability. Based on these
requirements, the demands for designing the CPG controller are:
• A smooth transition between CPG and MPPT operation.
• CPG operation should be ensured regardless of the irradiance conditions.
• Power losses during the steady-state CPG operation should be minimized.
Therefore, three CPG strategies have been investigated in this project: 1) CPG based
on the power control, 2) CPG based on the current limit, and 3) CPG based on the
P&O algorithm.

4.4.1

CPG based on the Power Control (P-CPG)

The control structure of the boost stage in Fig. 3.5 makes it possible to directly
control the input power of the boost converter (i.e., the PV output power). Actually,
the idea of regulating the active power of the PV system through the power control
of the boost converter was presented in [54], where the main objective of the power
control method is to match the power production of the PV system with the power
consumption of the household. To apply this idea with a CPG method, an input
∗ is limited by using a saturation block
power reference from the MPPT controller Ppv
∗
as it is shown in Fig. 4.9. When the Ppv reaches the value of the Plimit , the reference
of the input power of the boost converter is kept at the Plimit value and the PV
system is entering into the CPG operating mode. Due to the fact that this control
structure is based on the power-based MPPT controller, the PV system will only be
able to operate at the CPP-b in the CPG operation, as discussed in Section 3.3.

Figure 4.9: Control structure of the CPG based on the power control (P-CPG).
∗ will never go above P
In this approach, the PV power reference Ppv
limit resulting
in a fast dynamic performance of the CPG controller when the operating mode
changes from MPPT to CPG. This is a strong point of the P-CPG method, where
the extracted power of the PV arrays is directly controlled.
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4.4.2

CPG based on the Current Limit (I-CPG)

This CPG method is based on the fact that the PV voltage vpv is almost constant
at the right side of the MPP. The control of the PV current ipv in this region can
effectively control the PV output power Ppv . Thus, a CPG operation can be realized
by limiting the PV current ipv according to Plimit as shown in Fig. 4.10. The Plimit
level corresponds to the rectangular area under the CPP-b.

Figure 4.10: Operation principle of the CPG based on the current limit (I-CPG).

Figure 4.11: Control structure of the CPG based on the current limit (I-CPG).

It can be observed that the value of ilimit should be adapted according to the
irradiance level in order to achieve the same Plimit under different irradiance levels
(e.g. a lower value of ilimit should be used when the irradiance level increases).
However, this online ilimit calculation is difficult to be implemented since it requires
both the I-V characteristic of the PV array and the irradiance level measurement,
which may result in a complicated control structure. An alternative solution, which
offers a good approximation, was presented in [53]. By assuming that the PV voltage
vpv is almost constant, ilimit can be calculated as in Eq. (4.2).
ilimit =

Plimit
vpv

(4.2)

According to the CPG concept in Eq. (4.1), it is essential to ensure that the
performance during the MPPT operation will not be diminished by the current limit
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when Ppv ≤ Plimit . During the MPPT operation, the relationship between Ppv and
Plimit can be obtained as
Ppv ≤ Plimit
Thus,
Plimit
Ppv
≤
vpv
vpv
ipv ≤ ilimit

(4.3)

From the relationship between the PV current ipv and ilimit during the MPPT operation expressed in Eq. (4.3), it can be concluded that the value of ilimit will not
affect the MPPT operation as long as Ppv ≤ Plimit .
The control structure of the I-CPG algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.11. This CPG
algorithm is very easy to be implemented since only one current limiting block is
needed. Nevertheless, this method is an approximation and the accuracy of the
control decreases when the irradiance varies in a wide range.

4.4.3

CPG based on the P&O Algorithm (P&O-CPG)

The CPG control can also be realized by using the P&O concept as introduced in
[52]. When Ppv > Plimit , the vpv is continued to be perturbed to either the left side
of the MPP (CPP-a) or the right side of the MPP (CPP-b) as shown in Fig. 4.12.
After a number of iterations, the operating point will reach and oscillate around
the CPP. This oscillation occurs due to the fact that the PV system switches the
operating modes between CPG and MPPT at the Plimit , which is a boundary of the
operating mode. The control diagram and the flow chart of the P&O-CPG algorithm
are given in Figs. 4.13 and 4.14, respectively.

Figure 4.12: Operation principle of the CPG based on the perturb and observe algorithm
(P&O-CPG).
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Figure 4.13: Control structure of the CPG based on the perturb and observe algorithm
(P&O-CPG).

One advantage of the P&O-CPG algorithm is that it is possible to operate the
PV system at both CPP-a and CPP-b by choosing a proper perturbation direction
of the algorithm. Actually, both the dynamic and steady-state performances of the
CPG controller are different when the PV system operates at different CPPs. Thus,
the performance of the CPG operation at different CPPs should be compared and
analyzed in order to design a proper CPG controller.
Considering the P-V curve in Fig. 4.12, the Plimit e.g. is chosen as 1500 W which
corresponds to the maximum output power of the PV arrays, when the irradiance
level is 500 W/m2 . When the irradiance level increases from 500 W/m2 to 1000
W/m2 , the PV system is entering to the CPG operation and, therefore, the P&OCPG algorithm will perturb the voltage vpv toward the CPP in order to achieve
Ppv = Plimit condition. Due to the asymmetry of the P-V curve, the distance between
the MPP at irradiance level of 500 W/m2 and the target CPP at irradiance level of
1000 W/m2 is much shorter at the right side of the MPP, compared to the left side.
Consequently, with the same perturbation step size, the CPG controller requires less
number of iterations in order to reach the CPP-b than that of the CPP-a. In
other words, the dynamic response of the CPG controller is faster when operating
at CPP-b. However, when the operating point of the PV system reaches the CPP,
the power oscillations are much smaller at the CPP-a compared to those at the
CPP-b. This is due to the higher slope of the P-V curve on the right side of the
MPP. Besides, the slope is almost constant on the left side of the MPP, while it
increases when the operating point is moving further to the right side of the MPP.
As a result, the oscillations will become even larger at the low value of Plimit , when
operating at CPP-b. Therefore, the steady-state performance of the CPG controller
is better at the CPP-a than that at the CPP-b.
In brief, a fast dynamic performance can be achieved by operating the PV system
at CPP-b while the power oscillations in the steady-state operation are minimized
when operating at CPP-a. In addition, due to the perturbation behavior, both the
dynamic and steady-state performances of the P&O-CPG algorithm rely on the step
size of the perturbation. Actually, the influence of the step size is similar to the
P&O MPPT algorithm discussed in Section 3.3.1. A large step size will increase the
tracking speed but it has to be compromised with large oscillations in the steady
state. In fact, the tracking speed can also be increased in the similar way as in P&O
MPPT by increasing a sampling rate of the P&O-CPG algorithm.
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Figure 4.14: Flow chart of the CPG based on the perturb and observe algorithm (P&OCPG).

4.5

Performance of the CPG Controllers

So far, three CPG strategies have been presented. In order to verify the feasibility of
the control algorithms, simulations and the experiments have been performed. Since
all three CPG algorithms are actually modified based on the MPPT controllers (PCPG: power-based MPPT, I-CPG: current-based MPPT, P&O-CPG: voltage-based
MPPT ), the CPG controllers are designed with the same control system parameters
as given in Tables. 2.4 and 3.1.
The PV system shown in Fig. 2.18 has been tested under various conditions.
Moreover, three power limit levels Plimit : 20 %, 50 % and 80 % of the rated power
have been chosen in the tests, which correspond to 600, 1500, and 2400 W .

4.5.1

Simulation results

In the simulations, two irradiance profiles are used to simulate normal and fast
changing irradiance conditions. A slow ramp-changing irradiance profile is used in
Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Simulation results of the CPG based on: (a) the power control (b) the current
limit (c) the P&O at the right side of the MPP (d) the P&O at the left side of the MPP
under a ramp irradiance condition.

Figure 4.16: Simulation results of the CPG based on: (a) the power control (b) the current
limit (c) the P&O at the right side of the MPP (d) the P&O at the left side of the MPP
under a fast changing irradiance condition.
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It can be observed in Fig. 4.15 that a smooth transition from MPPT to CPG
operation can be achieved for all CPG algorithms. Considering the CPG operation,
most of the CPG algorithms can limit the output power of the PV system according
to Ppv = Plimit condition with a good accuracy. However, the P&O-CPG algorithm
has large power oscillations when the PV system operates at the CPP-b. Even more,
the oscillation amplitude increases at lower power limits.
The CPG algorithms are then tested with a fast-changing irradiance condition
as is shown in Fig. 4.16. Under a fast-changing irradiance condition, the dynamic
response of the controller is more challenged. A fast dynamic performance during
the MPPT to CPG transition is attained, when the P-CPG and I-CPG algorithms
are employed. P&O-CPG algorithm has a slower response resulting in an overshoot
during the MPPT to CPG transition. According to the results in Figs. 4.16(c)
and (d), the controller requires more numbers of iterations in order to achieve CPG
operation when the P&O-CPG algorithm chooses to operate at the CPP-a. The
slow dynamic response of the P&O-CPG algorithm also results in more power losses
during the CPG to MPPT transition, e.g. when the irradiance level decreases at t
= 2 s.

4.5.2

Experimental results

The CPG algorithms have been implemented on the system shown in Fig. 2.18. The
PV simulator has been programmed to test the PV system with the CPG control in
terms of: 1) steady-state performance, 2) dynamics, and 3) real irradiance profiles.
A. Steady-state performances of the CPG algorithms
A constant irradiance profile is used to examine the feasibility of the CPG algorithms
under steady-state conditions. Here, the value of Plimit is varied as 100 % (MPPT
operation), 80 %, 50 %, and 20 % of the rated power at t = 60, 120, and 180 s,
respectively. The results shown in Fig. 4.17 demonstrate the feasibility of the CPG
algorithms according to the different values of Plimit . It has also been confirmed that
the power oscillations in the P&O-CPG algorithm increases at the low value of Plimit
when the PV system operates at the CPP-b.
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Figure 4.17: Experimental results of the CPG based on: (a) the power control (b) the
current limit (c) the P&O at the right side of the MPP (d) the P&O at the left side of the
MPP under a constant irradiance condition of 1000 W/m2 , where Plimit is chosen as 100 %,
80 %, 50 %, and 20 % of the rated power.

B. Dynamic performances of the CPG algorithms
Two trapezoidal irradiance profiles with different slopes are used to emulate a slowand fast-changing irradiance conditions. Considering the slow-changing irradiance
condition shown in Fig. 4.18, all CPG algorithms have a smooth transition from
MPPT to CPG operation and vice versa. One incident to be pointed out is the power
losses in the I-CPG algorithm during the CPG to MPPT transition, when Plimit =
80 % and 50 % of the rated power. This is due to the typical poor performance of
the current-based MPPT controller under a decreasing irradiance, as discussed in
Section 3.3.
The performances of the P-CPG and I-CPG algorithms are resembled when the
PV system is tested with the fast-changing irradiance condition as is shown in Fig.
4.19. However, an overshoot occurs during the MPPT to CPG transition when the
P&O-CPG algorithm is employed. There are also power losses in the P&O-CPG
algorithm during the CPG to MPPT transition. This slow dynamic response is due
to the perturbation behavior of the algorithm.
The trajectory of the operating point of the PV system in the P-V curve is also
shown in Fig. 4.20, which shows how the operating points of the PV systems are
moving. The Plimit is chosen at 80 % of the rated power and the PV system is tested
under a slow-changing irradiance condition.
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Figure 4.18: Experimental results of the CPG based on: (a) the power control (b) the
current limit (c) the P&O at the right side of the MPP (d) the P&O at the left side of the
MPP under a slow changing irradiance condition.

Figure 4.19: Experimental results of the CPG based on: (a) the power control (b) the
current limit (c) the P&O at the right side of the MPP (d) the P&O at the left side of the
MPP under a fast changing irradiance condition.
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Figure 4.20: Trajectory of the operating point of the CPG based on: (a) the power control
(b) the current limit (c) the P&O at the right side of the MPP (d) the P&O at the left side
of the MPP under a slow changing irradiance condition, when Plimit is 2400 W .

C. Performances of CPG algorithms under real irradiance profiles
The performances of the CPG algorithm are further investigated under real irradiance
profiles. Similar to the experimental tests for the MPPT controller, two irradiance
and temperature profiles are recorded from a clear and a cloudy days as shown in
Fig. 3.15. The CPG algorithms are tested with two different values of Plimit : 80 %
and 50 % of the rated power.
The results of the CPG algorithms under the clear day irradiance condition are
shown in Figs. 4.21, 4.22, 4.23, and 4.24. Most of the CPG algorithms are feasible to
limit the PV output power Ppv according to the power limit Plimit . Instability only
occurs in the case of the I-CPG algorithm under a decreasing irradiance condition.
A cloudy irradiance profile is actually a severe condition for both the MPPT and
CPG algorithms. The dynamic performance of the CPG algorithm is very challenged
by the large and fast variations in the irradiance level during the test. A stable operation cannot be achieved by the I-CPG algorithm as can be seen in Fig. 4.26. The
performance of the P-CPG algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.25. Here, it can be seen
that the algorithm has a very fast dynamic response since no overshoot is observed.
However, the performance of the P-CPG algorithm is diminished under a decreasing
irradiance level, as can be seen from power losses when the irradiance level suddenly
drops. Besides, the operating point of the PV system goes to the open-circuit condition due to the fact that the PV system is operating at the CPP-b far away from the
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Figure 4.21: Experimental results of the CPG based on the power control under a clear day
irradiance condition, where Plimit is chosen as: (a) 80 % and (b) 50 % of the rated power.

Figure 4.22: Experimental results of the CPG based on the current limit under a clear day
irradiance condition, where Plimit is chosen as: (a) 80 % and (b) 50 % of the rated power.

Figure 4.23: Experimental results of the CPG based on the perturb and observe at the
CPP-b under a clear day irradiance condition, where Plimit is chosen as: (a) 80 % and (b)
50 % of the rated power.
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Figure 4.24: Experimental results of the CPG based on the perturb and observe at the
CPP-a under a clear day irradiance condition, where Plimit is chosen as: (a) 80 % and (b)
50 % of the rated power.

MPP when Plimit = 50 % of the rated power, at t = 1000 s in Fig. 4.25(b). Instability under a decreasing irradiance also occurs in the P&O-CPG algorithm when the
PV system is operating at the CPP-b. In this case, the algorithm is more sensitive
to the decrease in the irradiance compared to the P-CPG algorithm. The operating
point of the PV system goes to the open-circuit condition when the irradiance suddenly decreases around t = 810 s and 780 s when Plimit is 80 % and 50 % of the
rated power, respectively.
It can be seen in Fig. 4.28 that the stable operation is only achievable when the
P&O-CPG algorithm is chosen to operate at the CPP-a. The operating point of the
PV system will never go to the open-circuit condition, regardless of the variations in
the irradiance and the values of Plimit , which is the advantage of operating the PV
system at CPP-a in the CPG operation. As a trade-off, the dynamic response of
the CPG algorithm is restricted, resulting in several overshoots and power losses in
the PV power Ppv when the irradiance suddenly changes.

Figure 4.25: Experimental results of the CPG based on the power control under a cloudy
day irradiance condition, where Plimit is chosen as: (a) 80 % and (b) 50 % of the rated power.
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Figure 4.26: Experimental results of the CPG based on the current limit under a cloudy
day irradiance condition, where Plimit is chosen as: (a) 80 % and (b) 50 % of the rated power.

Figure 4.27: Experimental results of the CPG based on the perturb and observe at the
CPP-b under a cloudy day irradiance condition, where Plimit is chosen as: (a) 80 % and
(b) 50 % of the rated power.

Figure 4.28: Experimental results of the CPG based on the perturb and observe at the
CPP-a under a cloudy day irradiance condition, where Plimit is chosen as: (a) 80 % and
(b) 50 % of the rated power.
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According to the above results, the performances of the CPG algorithms have
been observed under several operating conditions. One analytical way to measure the
accuracy of the algorithm is by comparing the measured PV output power Ppv,i with
the PV output power in the ideal operation Ppv according to Eq. (4.1). An average
tracking error (in percentage) of the algorithm during the test can be calculated as
Pn

Average tracking error % =

i=1 |Ppv,i − Ppv |
Pn
i=1 Ppv

(4.4)

where Ppv,i is the measured PV output power in each sampling.
Fig. 4.29 shows the average tracking error of CPG algorithms which are calculated
from the experimental results in Figs. 4.18, 4.19, 4.21-4.24 and 4.25-4.28 when Plimit
= 80 % of the rated power. It can be seen from the average tracking error that the
P&O-CPG algorithm has the worst tracking accuracy during the CPG operation,
when the operating point is chosen at CPP-b. However, the overall tracking error of
the P&O-CPG algorithm is less than both the P-CPG and I-CPG algorithms. This
is mainly due to an accurate tracking performance during the MPPT operation of the
voltage-based MPPT controller employed in the P&O-CPG algorithm. In contrast,
the P-CPG algorithm has a very small tracking error during the CPG operation but
an error during the MPPT operation is significant.

Figure 4.29: Average tracking error of the CPG algorithms under: (a) slow changing (b)
fast changing (c) clear day and (d) cloudy day irradiance conditions.
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4.6

Benchmarking of CPG methods

The simulation and experimental results confirm the feasibility of the three CPG
algorithms presented in this project. The performances of the CPG algorithm have
been investigated under several tested conditions. It is observed that the performance
in the CPG operation of the PV system differs depending on the CPG algorithm in
several aspects. Thus, it is also necessary to compare the performances of each
algorithm in order to find the most suitable CPG algorithm to realize the CPG
operation practically. A benchmarking of the CPG algorithms is then carried out
based on several performance aspects which are:
Dynamic responses
The dynamic responses are observed when an operating mode changes from MPPT
to CPG and vice versa. The P-CPG and I-CPG algorithms have a very fast response
with no overshoot during the MPPT to CPG transition. This is regardless of the
irradiance profiles as it was examined with several different irradiance conditions in
Section 4.5. An overshoot during MPPT to CPG transition occurs in the P&O-CPG
algorithm. The overshoot amplitude gets larger when the P&O-CPG algorithm is
chosen to operate the PV system at CPP-a.
When the operating mode changes from CPG to MPPT (i.e., the irradiance
is decreasing), several CPG algorithms are suffered under a fast-decreasing in the
irradiance level. The I-CPG algorithm, which relies on the current-based MPPT
controller, has significant power losses and operating point tends to go to the shortcircuit condition during the sudden decrease in the irradiance. The power losses in
the P&O algorithm are not related to the MPPT controller but a slow response of
the algorithm is observed due to the perturbation behavior.
Steady-state responses
Under a steady-state CPG condition, P-CPG and I-CPG algorithms can track the
CPP almost without significant oscillations in contrast to the case when the P&OCPG algorithm is adopted. In fact, a large oscillation in Ppv only occurs when the
operating point of the P&O-CPG algorithm is chosen at CPP-b, especially, at the
low value of Plimit . This is actually in accordance with the analysis in Section 4.4.
Stability
Stability is a very important aspect when comparing the CPG algorithms. It is
desirable for the PV system to achieve a stable operation under both CPG and MPPT
operating modes, despite of the environmental conditions. Nevertheless, instability
can occur during a fast decreasing irradiance, as was observed in the simulation and
experimental results.
Actually, the stability issues can be separated into two main reasons: 1) instability
due to the MPPT controller, and 2) instability due to the CPG algorithm. Regarding
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the MPPT controller, it was discussed in Section 3.3 that the current-based MPPT
controller can introduce instability. If this incident occurs, the operating point of
the PV system will go to the short-circuit condition, and the PV system will not be
able to deliver power to the AC grid. This can be observed from the result of the
I-CPG algorithm in Figs. 4.22(a) and (b). Another occurrence of the instability is
due to the operating region of the CPG algorithm in the CPG operation. It was
discussed in Section 4.4 that the operating point of the PV system has a chance to
go into the open-circuit condition under a fast-decreasing irradiance condition, if the
CPG algorithm chooses to operate at the CPP-b. This explains the instability in
the P-CPG and P&O-CPG algorithms in Figs. 4.25 and 4.27.
To achieve a stable operation regardless of the irradiance conditions, the operating
point of the PV system in the CPG operation should be chosen at the CPP-a.
By operating the PV system at the CPP-a, the operating point will never go to
the open-circuit condition due to the characteristic of the P-V curve. Moreover,
instability due to the current-based MPPT controller can be avoided by using a
voltage-based MPPT controller instead. Thus, among all CPG algorithms, a stable
operation of the PV system can be ensured only if the P&O-CPG algorithm chooses
to operate at the CPP-a.
Possible operating regions
As it is illustrated in Fig. 4.7, there are two possible operating points (CPPs) that
the PV system can operate to limit Ppv to a certain Plimit . However, not every CPG
algorithms are capable of operating at both two CPPs. According to its assumption,
the I-CPG algorithm can only operate at the region where the PV voltage vpv is
almost constant, at the right side of the MPP. A similar behavior is also observed
in the power-based MPPT controller which is employed in the P-CPG algorithm.
This implies that the PV system can only operate at CPP-b when the I-CPG or
P-CPG algorithm is employed. Unlike the above two algorithms, the P&O-CPG is
capable of operating the PV system at both CPP-a and CPP-b. This makes the
P&O-CPG algorithm more flexible in terms of the operating region of the PV system
in the CPG operation.
Complexity
From the control structures presented in Section 4.4, the I-CPG algorithm has the
simplest control structure, where only one additional current limiter is required.
The calculation of ilimit is also simple by dividing the Plimit with the measured vpv .
The control structure of the P-CPG algorithm is more complicated, basically due
to the power-based MPPT controller. In the case of the P&O-CPG algorithm, the
modification needs to be done at the MPPT algorithm level as can be seen from the
flow chart presented in Fig. 4.14. This makes the design of a P&O-CPG controller
more complicated than the other two CPG algorithms.
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Table 4.1 further summarizes the comparisons in terms of dynamic responses,
steady-state performance, stability, and complexity.
Table 4.1: Benchmarking of Constant Power Generation algorithms
CPG based on:

Dynamic reponses
M P P T → CP G

CP G → M P P T

Steady-state reponses

Stability

Complexity

Power control

++

+

++

–

–

Current limit

+

––

+

––

++

––

–

++

++

–

–

–

––

–

–

Perturb and Observe
(CPP-a)
Perturb and Observe
(CPP-b)

Note: the more +, the better stability and less complexity.

4.7

Summary

Due to the intermittent power generation of the PV system, the power injected
to the grid is fluctuated. The current requirement of the MPPT operation can
introduce an overloading in the distribution system in a high penetration level of
the grid-connected PV systems. One cost-effective solution to solve this problem is
by modifying the MPPT algorithm at the PV inverter level to be able to limit the
maximum feed-in power of the PV systems to a certain level. This power control
strategy is referred to as a constant power generation (CPG).
In this chapter, the concept of the CPG operation is addressed. Some previous
works related to the CPG algorithm have been discussed. The two main issues which
can be improved are the stability of the CPG algorithm and the initialization of the
controller during the change in the operating mode. According to the discussions,
three selected CPG algorithms have been proposed: 1) P-CPG, 2) I-CPG, and 3)
P&O-CPG. The concepts behind each CPG algorithms are discussed and the performances of the algorithms are investigated under several test conditions in this
chapter.
In general, the dynamic performance of the CPG algorithm is challenged under
a fast changing irradiance condition. During a fast decreasing irradiance condition,
which is considered as the worst case scenario, instability can occur when the PV
system operates at the CPP-b. This incidence has been witnessed in the experimental tests under a cloudy condition. Among all CPG algorithms, only the P&O-CPG
algorithm, when the PV system operates at the CPP-a, can ensure a stable operation while the dynamic performance is limited. Thus, it is considered as the most
suitable approach to realize the CPG operation practically.
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Chapter 5

Design for High Performances
P&O CPG Algorithm
In this chapter, the focus is on the design for high performances P&O-CPG algorithm.
The problem regarding the dynamic performance of the P&O-CPG algorithm is
discussed and analyzed. Solutions to minimize an overshoot during the MPPT to
CPG transition and power losses during the CPG to MPPT transition are examined.
Then, a design guideline to improve the dynamic performance of the P&O-CPG
algorithm is provided.

5.1

Issues of the P&O CPG Method

Among the constant power generation algorithms, the CPG based on P&O algorithm
is proven to have the most robust algorithm, when the operating point is chosen
at CPP-a (i.e., at the left side of the MPP). The instability due to the decreased
irradiance, which results in an open-circuit condition, can be avoided by operating the
PV system at the left side of the MPP. This algorithm also employs a voltage-based
MPPT controller, which has a stable and accurate tracking performance. Based on
these advantages, the P&O-CPG algorithm, when the operating point is chosen at
CPP-a, is considered to be the most suitable candidate to realize the CPG controller
practically. From now on, the P&O-CPG algorithm will be regarded as the operating
point is chosen at CPP-a, and will be referred to as the conventional P&O-CPG
algorithm.
Although the conventional P&O-CPG algorithm offers a terrific steady-state performance, the dynamic performance of this CPG algorithm is not very satisfied, especially, under a fast changing irradiance condition, as was observed in the simulation
and experimental results in the previous chapter. Specifically, an overshoot in the
Ppv occurs during a fast increasing irradiance while power losses are observed during
a fast decreasing irradiance. An example is shown in Fig. 5.1 where the algorithm
is tested under a cloudy irradiance condition. As can be seen, the CPG condition
is violated, when the irradiance level suddenly increases, resulting in an overshoot
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Figure 5.1: Experimental results of the CPG based on the perturb and observe algorithm
(P&O-CPG) under a cloudy day irradiance condition, where the operating point of the PV
system is chosen at the CPP-a.

of the PV power Ppv as highlighted in purple circles. Moreover, a constant power
production cannot be maintained during a fast decreasing irradiance although the
available power is still higher than the Plimit as it is highlighted in blue circles. This
slow dynamic performance is due to the perturbation behavior of the algorithm. In
order to achieve a satisfied performance under both dynamic and steady-state performances, this chapter is devoted to find a solution to improve the performance of
the P&O-CPG algorithm.

5.1.1

Dynamic Behavior of the Conventional P&O-CPG Algorithm

In order to find a suitable solution to enhance the dynamic performance of the
P&O-CPG algorithm, it is necessary to investigate the dynamic behavior of the
conventional P&O-CPG algorithm in details. Let us assume a sudden change in
the irradiance level from 500 W/m2 to 1000 W/m2 and vice versa. Considering the
overshoot during the MPPT to CPG transition, the trajectory of the operating point
during the MPPT to CPG transition is shown in Fig. 5.2(a). When the irradiance
∗ is
suddenly changes from 500 W/m2 to 1000 W/m2 , the PV voltage reference vpv
not yet changed since it will be updated in the next iteration (e.g., next 100 ms in
the case of 10 Hz updating frequency of the P&O-CPG algorithm). Therefore, the
PV system is still operating at the same PV voltage vpv while the P-V characteristic
curve is now different due to the increased irradiance level. As a result, the PV power
Ppv is basically lifted by the change in the irradiance as can be seen from the black
arrow trajectory in Fig. 5.2(a). After one sampling period, the P&O-CPG algorithm
will be able to detect that Ppv > Plimit . Hence, the PV system is entering into the
CPG operation and the operating point is forced, through the P&O-CPG algorithm,
to move towards the CPP-a.
Now let us assume that the PV system is operating in the CPG operation at
the CPP-a, when the irradiance level is 1000 W/m2 . The irradiance level then
suddenly decreases to 500 W/m2 as is shown in Fig. 5.2(b). Again, it will take one
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Figure 5.2: (a) Overshoot during MPPT to CPG transition when the irradiance level
suddenly increases and (b) Power losses during the CPG to MPPT transition when the
irradiance level suddenly drops.

iteration before the algorithm can detect that the operating mode should be changed
to MPPT operation since Ppv ≤ Plimit . Thus, at the first instance of the decrease
∗ . As
in the irradiance level, the PV system will still operate at the same voltage vpv
a consequence, the PV power Ppv will suddenly drop according to the change in the
P-V characteristic curve. This is shown by the red arrow trajectory in Fig. 5.2(b).
After a number of iterations, the operating point of the PV system will be moved
towards the MPP according to the normal MPPT operation.
According to the above discussions, the dynamic performances of the P&O-CPG
algorithm during the operating transition have been explained in detail. Theoretically, the overshoot and power losses due to the sudden change in the irradiance
level cannot be fully eliminated, since the controller will have to wait until the next
sampling period to take an action. However, these undesirable occurrences can be
minimized by increasing the tracking speed of the algorithm during the change in
the operating mode. This will result in less iterations in order to achieve MPPT to
CPG transition and vice versa. In order to do so, the design considerations should be
taken into account and then the P&O-CPG algorithm can be modified accordingly.

5.2

Design for High Performance P&O CPG Method

To have a proper design guideline, it is very important to discuss the influence of
the operating conditions, i.e., the speed of the change in the irradiance level, on
the overshoot and power losses of the P&O-CPG algorithm. As was pointed out,
the fast changing in the irradiance condition is the main cause of the poor dynamic
performance of the P&O-CPG algorithm. In fact, the severity of the overshoot and
the power losses increases as the changing speed of the irradiance increases. This
circumstance can be illustrated by comparing the overshoot and power losses of the
P&O-CPG algorithm under different changing speeds in the irradiance level. Fig.
5.3 shows the dynamic behavior of the P&C-CPG algorithm under a fast (from 500
W/m2 to 1000 W/m2 ) and slow (from 500 W/m2 to 700 W/m2 ) changing irradiance
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Figure 5.3: Dynamic behavior of the P&O-CPG algorithm during the MPPT to CPG
transition and vice versa.

conditions. It is obvious from the trajectory of the operating point in the P-V
characteristic curve that both the overshoot and power losses will increase as the
changing speed of the irradiance level increases. Thus, under this condition, the
algorithm should be modified in order to achieve a faster dynamic response.

5.2.1

Minimizing Overshoots during the MPPT to CPG Transition

Considering the overshoot during the MPPT to CPG transition, the main cause of
this incident is that the algorithm cannot follow the change in the irradiance condition. Actually, this is similar to the typical problem in the P&O MPPT algorithm
which was pointed out in Section 3.2. Thus, similar approaches can also be applied
here in order to improve the dynamic performance of the P&O-CPG algorithm. One
solution to achieve a fast tracking behavior is by increasing the step size of the perturbation. A large step size can reduce the required number of iterations of the
algorithm in order to reach the reference value, i.e., CPP-a. In order to avoid the
large oscillation during the steady-state, the step size modification should be applied
only when the algorithm detects a fast increase in the irradiance condition.
Thus, the first step is to detect the fast increase condition in the irradiance when
the operating mode changes from MPPT to CPG. The change in the operating mode
can easily be detected by comparing the Ppv with the Plimit . When the measured
power Ppv exceeds Plimit , the MPPT to CPG transition is detected. Once the CPG
operation is detected, the speed of the change in the irradiance can be measured
from the difference between Ppv and Plimit during the MPPT to CPG transition.
The value of (Ppv − Plimit ) will be larger under a fast changing irradiance condition.
A criterion to detect a fast changing irradiance condition is shown in Eq. (5.1).
(

Irradiance condition =

Fast increasing, when
Ppv,n − Plimit > εinc
Normal operation, when Ppv,n − Plimit ≤ εinc

(5.1)

where Ppv,n is the measured PV power at the present sampling, εinc is the criterion
to determine a fast increasing irradiance condition. The value of εinc should be large
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Figure 5.4: Experimental results of the CPG based on the perturb and observe with an
adaptive step size under a cloudy day irradiance condition, where Plimit is chosen as: (a) 80
% and (b) 50 % of the rated power.

enough to avoid the wrong detection due to the steady-state oscillation from the
perturbation under the normal CPG operation.
When a fast changing irradiance condition is detected, the faster the irradiance
changes, the larger step size should be used. It is suggested to use an adaptive step
size where the large step size is used at the beginning and the step size is eventually
being reduced as the operating point is moving closer to the CPP-a. Actually,
the distance between the present operating point of the PV system and the target
CPP-a can easily be measured by continuously monitoring the difference between
the PV output power and the Plimit . If the value of (Ppv,n − Plimit ) is large, then the
operating point is still far away from the CPP-a. The difference in the Ppv,n and
the Plimit will be reduced continuously as the operating point is getting closer to the
CPP-a. Based on this observation, the calculation of the (Ppv,n − Plimit ) should be
used as a weight function to the modified step size. The proposed adaptive step size
during a fast increasing irradiance condition can be calculated as
"

∗
vpv

#

Plimit
= vpv,n − (Ppv,n − Plimit )
· ST EP
Pmp · K

(5.2)

∗ is the reference output voltage of the PV arrays, v
where vpv
pv,n and Ppv,n are
the measured output voltage and power of the PV array at the present sampling,
respectively. Pmp is the rated power of the PV arrays. ST EP is the original step
size of the P&O-CPG algorithm. The term Plimit /Pmp is introduced to alleviate the
dependency of the step size in the level of Plimit . For example, the term (Ppv −Plimit )
when the Plimit = 50 % of the rated power can be 10 times larger than the case
when the Plimit = 80 % of the rated power, which is not preferable. Therefore,
the calculation of (Ppv − Plimit ) should be scaled with the percentage of the power
limit according to the rated power in order to avoid the use of too large step size
at a low value of Plimit . K is a constant which can be used to tune the speed of
the algorithm. A large value of K will result in a smooth increase in the step size,
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while the tracking speed is compromised. A small value of K can challenge the boost
∗ will experience a large
converter controller since the value of the voltage reference vpv
jump at the initial steps.
The dynamic performances of the P&O-CPG algorithm during the MPPT to
CPG transition have been significantly improved by introducing the adaptive step
size. Overshoots are minimized as it can be compared from the previous and the
improved results in Figs. 5.1 and 5.4, respectively. Therefore, the next step is to
improve the performance during the CPG to MPPT transition in order to minimize
the power losses.

5.2.2

Minimizing Power Losses during the CPG to MPPT Transition

It is more complicated to apply the idea of the adaptive step size when the irradiance suddenly drops and the operating mode changes from CPG to MPPT, since
the distance between the present operating point of the PV system and the target
MPP cannot easily be measured. In fact, the MPP cannot be located unless an advance detection technique is employed, which will result in a much more complicated
algorithm.

Figure 5.5: I-V characteristic curve of the PV arrays, where the voltage at the MPP is
almost constant especially at a higher irradiance level [41], [48].

An alternative solution is to use a constant voltage strategy to force the operating
point of the PV system to be close to the MPP when the irradiance suddenly drops
and the operating mode changes from CPG to MPPT. Due to the characteristic of
the PV arrays, the voltage at the MPP is almost constant and can be approximated
as 71-78 % of the open circuit voltage VOC [41], as can be seen from Fig. 5.5. Thus,
when a fast decrease in the irradiance condition is detected during the CPG to MPPT
∗ can be calculated as
transition, the PV voltage reference vpv
∗
vpv
= k · VOC , where 0.71 ≤ k < 0.78.
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(5.3)

By doing so, the operating point can be instantaneously moved close to the MPP
in one perturbation, resulting in a significant reduction in the number of iterations
until the operating point reaches the MPP. This approach is quite simple but effective,
which is very suitable to be implemented.
Similar to the modification during MPPT to CPG transition, the algorithm
should first detect the change in the irradiance level as well as the change in the
operating mode from CPG to MPPT. If the irradiance suddenly drops but the operating mode is still be the MPPT, the controller should let the MPPT algorithm
tracks the operating point in the normal manner. This is due to the fact that the
present operating point of the PV system does not change much under the sudden
drop in the irradiance level if the PV system keeps operating in the MPPT operation compared to when the PV system is initially operating in the CPG operating
mode. Fig. 5.6 further illustrates the trajectory of the PV system in the two cases
mentioned above.

Figure 5.6: Comparison between the trajectory of (red) the CPG to MPPT transition and
(black) normal MPPT operation under a fast decreasing irradiance condition.

Actually, the fast decreasing irradiance condition can be detected by comparing
the PV power Ppv from the previous sampling, Ppv,n−1 , with the present sampling,
Ppv,n , as is shown in Eq. (5.4). If the (Ppv,n−1 – Ppv,n ) is larger than a certain value,
εdec , it can be assumed that the fast decreasing irradiance condition is detected. The
change in the operating mode can also be detected by comparing the power Ppv,n−1
with the power limit Plimit . If the value of the Ppv,n−1 is close to Plimit , it can
be assumed that the PV system was operating in the CPG operating mode in the
previous sampling as is shown in Eq. (5.5).
(

Irradiance condition =

Fast decreasing, when Ppv,n−1 − Ppv,n > εdec
Normal operation, when Ppv,n−1 − Ppv,n ≤ εdec

(5.4)

(

Previous operating mode =

CPG, when |Plimit − Ppv,n−1 | < εss
MPPT, when |Plimit − Ppv,n−1 | ≥ εss
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where εdec and εss are criterions to determine the fast decreasing irradiance condition
and the CPG operating mode, respectively. The value of εss should be slightly larger
than the oscillation during the steady-state operation of the P&O-CPG algorithm
(e.g., 1-2 % of the rated power of the PV system).
A flow chart of the improved P&O-CPG algorithm during the operating transitions including the detection of fast changing irradiance is shown in Fig. 5.7. As can
be seen from the flow chart, an adaptive step size is used when the fast increasing
irradiance condition is detected during the MPPT to CPG transition. Moreover,
when the fast decreasing irradiance condition is detected during the CPG to MPPT
transition, a constant voltage strategy should be applied.

Figure 5.7: Flow chart of the modified P&O-CPG algorithm where both adaptive step size
and constant voltage strategy are employed.

5.2.3

Design Guideline and the Performance of the Modified P&OCPG algorithm

Solutions to improve the dynamic performance of the P&O-CPG algorithm have
been discussed. One important part is the detection of the operating condition, e.g.,
fast increasing or decreasing irradiance condition, the MPPT to CPG or CPG to
MPPT transitions. Once the condition is detected, a proper action can be assigned
as can be seen from the functional diagram in Fig. 5.8. In brief, the reference value
∗ can be determined by using the following equation
of the PV voltage vpv
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Figure 5.8: Functional diagram of the modified P&O-CPG algorithm.
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Parameters of the modified P&O-CPG algorithm are given in Table 5.1. The
performances of the modified P&O-CPG algorithm shown in Fig. 5.9 are compared
with the conventional P&O-CPG method shown in Fig. 5.1. As can be seen from
the experimental results under cloudy conditions, overshoots and power losses are
significantly reduced, while a stable operation is still maintained. The algorithm also
has a selective behavior to only react when the fast irradiance condition is detected.
This can be seen from the performance under clear irradiance conditions in Fig. 5.10,
which is similar to the conventional P&O-CPG algorithm. Table 5.2 summarizes a
benchmarking of the CPG algorithm including the modified high performance P&OCPG algorithm. The modified P&O-CPG algorithm has a superior performance in
several aspects compared to the other CPG algorithms. Nevertheless, the complexity
of the algorithm increases due to the use of the adaptive step size and the detection
of the operating condition.
Table 5.1: Designed parameters of the modified P&O-CPG algorithm.
Adaptive step size
Constant voltage strategy
Fast increase detection
Fast decrease detection
Previous operating mode detection
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K = 10
k = 0.715
εinc = 50
εdec = 100
εss = 30
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Figure 5.9: Experimental results of the modified CPG based on the perturb and observe
under a cloudy day irradiance condition, where Plimit is chosen as: (a) 80 % and (b) 50 %
of the rated power.

Figure 5.10: Experimental results of the modified CPG based on the perturb and observe
under a clear day irradiance condition, where Plimit is chosen as: (a) 80 % and (b) 50 % of
the rated power.

Table 5.2: Benchmarking of Constant Power Generation algorithms
CPG based on:

Dynamic reponses
M P P T → CP G

CP G → M P P T

Steady-state reponses

Stability

Complexity

Power control

++

+

++

–

–

Current limit

+

––

+

––

++

––

–

++

++

–

–

–

––

–

–

+

+

++

++

––

Perturb and Observe
(CPP-a)
Perturb and Observe
(CPP-b)
Perturb and Observe
(Modified)

Note: the more +, the better stability and less complexity.
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5.3

Summary

Although the P&O-CPG algorithm offers a robust operation, and is considered as
the most suitable algorithm to realize the CPG operation, an improvement in the
dynamic performance is required in order to achieve a high performance CPG operation. Problems regarding the dynamic performance of the P&O-CPG algorithm
have been analyzed. An overshoot can occur during the MPPT to CPG transition
under a fast increasing irradiance condition. The proposed solution is to employ an
adaptive step size when the above condition is detected. This can ensure the use of
a large step size at the initial step and a smaller step size when the operating point
is reaching the CPP. Considering the power losses, this incidence occurs during the
CPG to MPPT transition under a fast decreasing irradiance condition. Here, the
constant voltage MPPT strategy is employed to improve the performance of the algorithm. By doing so, the required number of iterations can be significantly reduced
and the power losses are minimized.
In brief, there are two main processes in the modified high performance P&OCPG algorithm. First, the operating condition should be detected. If the PV system
is operating under an extreme condition, which can lead to the overshoot or power
losses, the algorithm should be modified according to the functional diagram in Fig.
5.8. The performances of the modified P&O-CPG algorithm are presented. Under
a cloudy condition, the overshoot and power losses are significantly improved compared to the conventional P&O-CPG algorithm. However, the satisfied performance,
as was achieved with the conventional P&O-CPG algorithm, is attained under a
clear irradiance condition. The modified P&O-CPG algorithm is then include in the
benchmarking of the CPG algorithms at the end of the chapter.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
In this chapter, the summary of the thesis is provided. The main contribution of the
project is pointed out and future work initiated by this project is also discussed.

Summary
Several studies have been done in this thesis. In Chapter 1, the background of the
PV systems was discussed, where the focus is on the grid-connected applications.
According to the high growth rate of the grid-connected PV systems in the recent
years, it is expected that more intermittent power will be injected to the grid, which
may rise a challenge to the system operator. Specifically, an overloading may occur
during the peak power production since the PV systems are currently required to
deliver the maximum available power to the grid at all time in most countries. In
order to solve this problem in a cost-effective way, an advanced power control strategy
which can limit the maximum feed-in power from the PV system is required. Thus,
the main focus of this thesis has been on developing a grid-friendly power control
strategy in single-phase grid-connected PV systems by means of a Constant Power
Generation (CPG) operation.
In this project, the two-stage grid-connected PV system has been employed since
it offers a wide range of operation. Accordingly, the boost converter and Full-Bridge
(FB) inverter are modeled in Chapter 2. The control systems, mainly for the PV
inverter, have also been discussed. The performance of the developed two-stage
single-phase PV system and its control systems have been verified experimentally.
Chapter 3 focuses on the MPPT operation, which is a currently requirement of
the PV systems in most countries. The MPPT algorithm is realized by a Perturb
and Observe (P&O) algorithm due to its simple structure. Typically, the boost
converter is controlled by its input voltage or current during the MPPT operation.
However, another control structure based on the input power of the boost converter
has also been presented since it is suitable for a power control strategy. A design
guideline regarding the step size and the sampling rate of the MPPT controllers has
been provided. The designed MPPT controllers are examined with several different
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test conditions. It is observed that the voltage-based MPPT controller has the most
robust and accurate tracking performance. Cares should be taken when the currentbased MPPT controller is employed since it can introduce instability during a fast
decreasing irradiance condition.
The main contribution of this thesis has been presented in Chapter 4. First,
active power control strategies are discussed where the focus is on the constant
power generation. The CPG operation was introduced with the aim to prevent
an overloading issue in grid-connected PV systems. One cost-effective approach to
realize the CPG control is by modifying the MPPT algorithm. Several active power
control methods similar to the CPG operation have been reviewed. Two similar
drawbacks of most presented methods are: 1) a limited operating region (at the right
side of the MPP), and 2) a complicated control structure to activate the controller
under different operating mode. Therefore, this thesis has presented three CPG
algorithms to realize the CPG operation: 1) CPG based on the power control (PCPG), 2) CPG based on the current limit (I-CPG), and 3) CPG based on the Perturb
and Observe algorithm (P&O-CPG). It should be noted that some of the above
CPG algorithms can be considered as an improvement of the prior-art work. The
performances of the CPG algorithms have been examined in both the simulation and
experiment under several test conditions. A benchmarking of the CPG algorithms is
provided in terms of steady-state performance, dynamics, complexity, and stability.
It has been revealed that the P&O-CPG is the most suitable algorithm to realize the
CPG operation practically due to the robustness of the algorithm and a satisfactory
steady-state performance.
However, the perturbation behavior of the P&O-CPG algorithm results in a slow
dynamic performance. In order to achieve a high performance CPG operation, an
improvement in the algorithm is required, which is the main content in Chapter 5.
The issues regarding the dynamic performance of the P&O-CPG algorithm thus have
been investigated. According to the analysis, poor dynamic performances occur due
to a fast changing irradiance condition, which results in overshoots and power losses.
As a consequence, the P&O-CPG algorithm has been modified. An adaptive step
size is adopted when the irradiance level increases rapidly during MPPT to CPG
transition. Another modification is the use of a constant voltage strategy under a
fast decreasing irradiance during the CPG to MPPT transition. The improved performance of the modified P&O-CPG algorithm has been compared with the previous
results from the conventional P&O-CPG algorithm. It has been demonstrated that
the overshoots and power losses are minimized while a satisfactory steady-state performance is still maintained. Nevertheless, the complexity of the algorithm increases
due to use of the adaptive step size and the detection of the operating condition.

Future work
The work carried out in this project can also lead to other possibilities which have
not yet been investigated:
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Implementation with other MPPT algorithms
So far, only the P&O MPPT algorithm is considered due to its simple structure.
However, the performance of the MPPT can be improved by introducing more advanced P&O algorithms (e.g., variable step sizes, adaptive step sizes) or other MPPT
algorithms (e.g., incremental conductance method, ripple correlation). The improvement in the MPPT algorithm will directly improve the performance of the CPG
algorithms as well, e.g., during the transitions of the operation.
Other active power control strategies
As has been mentioned in Chapter 4, the CPG operation is actually one of the active
power control strategies in the wind turbine power system. It is also possible that
some other active power control strategies will be required in the near future (e.g.,
power ramp constraint for the frequency support function) for the PV systems. Thus,
a further investigation to apply the power control strategies presented in this thesis
to enable more functionality of the PV system is also interesting.
Analyze the additional effects of the CPG control strategies
Although the main aim of the CPG operation is to prevent an overloading issue, the
limitation of the feed-in power may also introduce other effects to the PV system. For
example, the utilization of the PV inverter can be improved since the rated power of
the inverter is decided by the power limit not the maximum power of the PV system.
This may improve the other aspects such as reliability of the overall system, which
will require more investigation.
Apply the control strategy in three-phase PV systems
The concept presented in this thesis can also be applied to the three-phase gridconnected PV systems with a higher power rating. Some modifications may be
required in terms of the control strategy. For instance, reactive power control may
also be included since its effectiveness increases with the lower R/X ratio.
Investigate the CPG operation under a partial shading condition
Under a partial-shading condition, the P-V characteristic curve of the PV arrays
is different from what has been used in this thesis. More than one local maximum
power points can occur according to the shading condition. It is also necessary to first
investigate if the proposed solution in this thesis can be applied under this condition.
Otherwise, some modifications are required.
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Appendix A

Hardware Implementation of
LabVIEW-FPGA
In the field of the digital controller for power electronics, two different platforms are
typically used based on [55], [56]: 1) Digital Signal Processors (DSP) or Microcontrollers and 2) Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA). In general, FPGAs can
achieve a faster computation speed due to the parallel computation structure [57].
However, the resources of the FPGAs are usually limited compared to the DSPs.
Moreover, the debugging procedure of the FPGA can be troublesome and requires
knowledge of a hardware-level language. This makes the DSPs usually preferable in
the applications that do not strictly require the fast and parallel operation [56].
In order to combine the advantages of these two platforms, the NI Single-Board
RIO General Purpose Inverter Controller (GPIC) includes both FPGA and DSP (referred as Real-Time) module in the same digital controller [55], [58]. It also provides
peripheral Input/Output (I/O) ports compatible for controlling power converters.
Both FPGA and Real-Time (RT) modules are programmed through the LabVIEW
program, which offers a graphical programming approach, making it easy to be im-

Figure A.1: System configuration of a two-stage single-phase PV system developed with
the General Purpose Inverter Controller (GPIC).
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plemented. Due to these advantages, the two-stage single-phase PV system has been
developed with the GPIC in the implementation as shown in Fig. A.1. A brief guideline for programming the GPIC according to the control structure in this particular
system is discussed in the following as well as the implementations of commonly used
controllers.

A.1

Control Structure of Two-Stage Single-Phase PV
System in GPIC

The GPIC provides a combination of the FPGA- and RT-module which can work
independently from each other. A fast speed computation can be achieved in the
FPGA-module while more resources and tools are available in the RT-module. Typically, it is recommended to develop controllers that require a fast and strict execution
time in the FPGA-module. The RT-module can be used for developing the controllers
with a slower computation speed, and also for monitoring system. Therefore, it is
necessary to design a proper control structure in order to best utilizing the resources
and performances of the GPIC.
According to the control structure in Section 2.4, the two-stage single-phase PV
systems consist of several controllers. Regarding the computation speed, the MPPT/CPG controller requires a much slower sampling rate compared to the rest of
the controllers. The required sampling rate of the controller is in the range of 0.520 Hz which is suitable to be developed in the RT-module. According to this, the
development platform for each controller can be assigned as shown in Table A.1.
Table A.1: Development platform of control systems.
Controller functionality
Measurements
PWM generator
Phase Lock Loop
Boost controller
Current controller
DC-link controller
MPPT
CPG

Platform

FPGA module

Real-Time module

In the FPGA programming, the controller is basically executed in a loop manner.
The sampling rate or the execution time of the controller is defined by the loop rate.
Thus, the controller with different sampling rate is usually developed in a different
control loop. The control structure in the FPGA-module is shown in Fig. A.2. It
is worth mentioning that the controller can be further optimized according to the
development guide [57].
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A.2. Controller Design in LabVIEW-FPGA Environment

Figure A.2: Suggested control structure in the FPGA-module.

A.2

Controller Design in LabVIEW-FPGA Environment

Although the LabVIEW-FPGA offers a graphical programming platform, the implementation of the controllers usually needs to be built up from discrete blocks. A
certain understanding of the digital control in a hardware-level operation is required.
The purpose of this section is to provide some examples for designing controllers
employed in the two-stage grid-connected PV systems.

A.2.1

Proportional Integral (PI) controller

Actually, the control structure of the PI controller in Fig. A.3 is quite simple. A
proportional gain kp and an integral gain ki need to be multiplied with an input
error and its cumulative value, respectively. The digital integrator is realized by a
Backward-Euler method where the sampling rated is obtained from the loop rate of
the main While Loop.

Figure A.3: Implementation of proportional integral controller in the FPGA-module.
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Figure A.4: Implementation of proportional resonant controller and repetitive controller
in FPGA-module.

A.2.2

Proportional Resonant (PR) and Repetitive Controller (RC)

PR controllers are more difficult to be implemented compared to the PI controller.
This is due to the double integrators and several feedback loops. Regarding the
two integrators, a Forward-Euler and a Backward-Euler method are used to implement the first and the second integrators, respectively. The implementation of a PR
controller in the LabVIEW-FPGA is shown in Fig. A.4. Harmonic compensators
by means of a RC controller can be added in parallel with the PR controller. The
controller is realized by a certain amount of discrete delays.
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